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We were saddened to learn on 12th January 2017 of the passing of 
Graham Taylor; a man who did so much for Precision, and British 

football in general; from grassroots to international level. 

Best remembered for his tenure as England manager from 1990 – 1993, 
he took the national side to the European Championship finals in 1992. 
He also achieved great success as a manager at clubs including Aston 

Villa and Watford, having started his career playing ‘full back’ for 
teams such as Grimsby Town and Lincoln City. Graham’s appointment 

as Precision Brand Ambassador in 2006 was hugely instrumental 
in strengthening our links with grassroots clubs; relationships that 

continue to flourish and endure to this day.  
Managing Director, David Sanderson describes Taylor as “an absolute 
gentleman. He had time for anybody, and was a pleasure to work with.”

We dedicate this brochure to Graham and everything he achieved with 
Precision, and send our thoughts and best wishes to his family. 

GRAhAm TAYLOR OBE 
(1944 – 2017) 
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PRECISION;
WORN  
by  
WINNERS.

What better example could we give than our new 
Heat range of goalkeeping gloves, developed, 
endorsed and worn by Burnley FC and England 
goalkeeper, Tom Heaton. We’re proud to add 
Tom to our roster of top-flight players – a journey 
that started with another Burnley keeper,  
Brian Jensen back in 2003. Brian now plays for 
Mansfield Town and remains a proud endorser  
of Precision goalkeeping gloves.

As you’d expect from Precision, sure-handed 
performance doesn’t mean we’ve compromised 
on style. Both our Precision Heat and Premier  
collections – the latter based on the gloves worn 

in last season’s Premier League-winning  
campaign by Leicester City and Danish  
international keeper, Kasper Schmeichel – are 
eye catching and technologically advanced. 
Confidence is king for keepers, and with  
Precision gloves, you’ll have it in spades.

One of the best things about our relationships 
with big-name keepers is the inspiration it 
gives to players at grass roots level. Passionate 
players at all levels can share the same levels of 
quality as Premier League stars. Precision has 
always been committed to providing everything 
local clubs need to accelerate the development 
of aspiring young players – delivering a quality 
training and playing experience that doesn’t 
break the bank.

To that end, we’re happy to introduce the latest 
additions to our comprehensive range of  
footballs. Fusion training balls are among our 
most flexible designs; suited to a variety of  
playing surfaces, enabling you to practice a 
range of techniques with just one ball.  
Machine-sewn in a host of eye-catching colours, 
these footballs are made to last, and carry the 
IMS stamp of approval.

Welcome to the Precision catalogue 2017/18; your resource for everything from 
the Country’s leading supplier of sports apparel and training aids.
The past year has seen massive highs for the brand, with our goalkeeping 
gloves sported by the Premiership-winning team’s number one keeper.  
Sadly, 2016 also saw the passing of our former Brand Ambassador and veteran 
England Manager, Graham Taylor. Graham played a big part in establishing the 
Precision name as part of the footballing community, and we think he would 
have been proud of this year’s wealth of new equipment and apparel, which 
once again brings pro-standard products within the reach of grassroots  
players and clubs.

Precision GK gloves worn by Kasper 
Schmeichel  2011 - 2016. 
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“Precision is proud to add 
Tom Heaton to our roster of 
top-flight players – a  journey 
that started with another 
Burnley keeper, Brian Jensen 
back in 2010.  
Brian now plays for Mansfield 
Town and remains a proud 
endorser of Precision  
goalkeeping gloves.” 

We continue to collaborate with  
McDonald’s Better Play scheme and 
Vauxhall Motors’ Youth Football  
Programme; two initiatives that add further 
subsidies to our already-low prices, 
helping local clubs to train with the same 
equipment as the stars, and sport a kit 
with the same look, feel and performance 
of clubs at the top of the beautiful game.

Our partnerships with the Welsh and Irish 
Football Associations continue to flourish, 
and we are proud to now be official  
supplier of training aids to Nottingham 

Forest Football Club – a position we  
maintain with Burnley FC and the  
Isthmian Football League.

Flick through the pages of this catalogue 
and you will see a brand with sport at its 
heart. Affordability and the convenience 
of a one-stop-shop is only part of what 
we do. Precision delivers quality that fuels 
aspiration, in players at all levels of the 
beautiful game.

The future of sport deserves Precision. 
Start your journey today.

01 Brian Jensen 
since 2003. 
02 Kasper 
Schmeichel  
2011 - 2016.  
03 Tom Heaton 
since 2016.
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GOALKEEPING
PRECISION

The Precision Goalkeeping range never stops evolving - our products are 
always pushing the boundaries of design, innovation and performance.  

We know that the best people to design for goalkeepers... are goalkeepers! 
That’s why we’ve teamed up with England and Burnley FC star Tom Heaton 

to unveil the Precision Heat glove range, new for this year.

Our extensive goalkeeping range features a host of new designs as well 
as firm favourites that players continue to rely on for perfect performance, 

match after match. 
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ThOu  
ShALL NOT

PASS.
When it came to developing a 
completely new goalkeeping 
glove range for this this year, 
Precision knew that nobody 
would work harder and under-
stand the challenge better than 
superstar goalie Tom Heaton.

We were delighted to team up 
with the England and Burnley 
FC Keeper to design a glove 
range that would withstand the 
punishing conditions expected 
in the Premier League. 

Tom and the Precision team are 
proud to have made this level of 
style and performance available 
to passionate players in all fields; 
whether you’re a professional 
player or a fan of five-a-side, 
you can choose gloves from the 
‘Precision Heat’ range and know 
that you’re sharing in superior 
standards of quality. 
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Brand new for this year, Precision is excited to 
have been working with Premier League Keeper 
Tom heaton to develop a glove range that performs 
as fantastically as it looks. The Precision heat 
glove collection has already been put through its 
paces in match after match by the Burnley FC and 
England star. A host of features combine to make 
this a superior glove range.

Each glove has been designed for the ultimate in 
performance. With rollfinger and Fusion cuts as well as 
different palm and back hand materials, you can choose 
the glove that suits you and your playing style best. 

PRECISION 
hEAT  
GLOVE RANGE

PRG760 PRECISION hEAT 
X-TREmE hEAT GLOVES

YELLOW / ORANGE / BLACK

X-Treme Heat is the match glove worn by Heaton. It features a rollfinger cut with a 3mm giga latex and a latex backhand.  
The rollfinger cut provides the best ball contact as the cut ensures the latex is always in contact with the ball when both 

catching and throwing. Conventional elasticated strap with pull loop. Colours: yellow / orange / black  

PRG759 Sizes 5, 6 and 7  |  PRG760 Sizes 8 - 11. Inc 1/2 sizes   £50.00

NEW
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Intense Heat features a rollfinger cut with finger protection, an orange 3mm 
New Basic latex and a latex backhand. The rollfinger cut provides the best  
ball contact as the cut ensures the latex is always in contact with the ball, when 
both catching and throwing. Conventional elasticated strap with pull loop. 
Colours: yellow / orange / black. 
PRG761 Sizes 4 - 7. Full sizes | PRG762 Sizes 8 - 11. Inc 1/2 sizes  £35.00

Fusion Heat features a Fusion cut, a superlow New Basic black 3mm latex and 
an EVA backhand. The Fusion cut features a combination of both Rollfinger and 
Negative cut for the ultimate fit. Conventional elasticated strap with pull loop.  
Colours: yellow / orange / black. 
PRG768 Sizes 5 - 7. Full sizes | PRG763 Sizes 8 - 11. Inc 1/2 sizes  £30.00 

PRG762 PRECISION hEAT  
INTENSE hEAT GLOVES

PRG765 PRECISION hEAT  
hEAT’ON GLOVES

PRG763 PRECISION hEAT 
FUSION hEAT GLOVES

PRG767 PRECISION hEAT  
hEATWAVE GLOVES

Heat’On’ features a rollfinger cut, a 3mm superlow latex and an EVA backhand.  
The rollfinger cut provides the best ball contact as the cut ensures the latex is 
always in contact with the ball, when both catching and throwing. Conventional 
elasticated strap with pull loop.  
Colours: yellow / orange / black. 
PRG764 Sizes 4 - 7. Full sizes | PRG765 Sizes 8 - 11. Full sizes  £25.00

Heatwave features a flat palm cut, a 2mm zohonero latex and an EVA 
backhand. Conventional elasticated strap with pull loop.  
Colours: yellow / orange / black. 
PRG766 Sizes 2 - 7. Full sizes | PRG767 Sizes 8 - 11. Full sizes  £15.00 



If you want a winning glove range, the prestigious 
Premier Collection has more than proven its worth 
in recent years. With famous fans using these 
gloves up and down the country, we’re confident 
they’ll be perfect for you too. Our Negative Lite 
Quartz Gloves lifted the Premier League Trophy  
in the 2015/16 season. 

With a host of styles and features to choose from, this is a 
versatile range that has an outstanding pair of gloves to suit 
any player.

PREmIER 
COLLECTION  
GLOVE RANGE

PRG702 PREmIER COLLECTION 
NEGATIVE LITE QUARTz GLOVES

WhITE / REd

The Premier Collection Negative Lite Quartz is a very popular glove across the Precision range. The gloves lifted the Premier League 
trophy during the 2015/16 season. The glove is specially designed to provide total comfort, whilst increasing your grip and feel for 
the ball. The stitching is inside the glove, leading to a much tighter and snug fit. The glove features a 3mm Quartz latex palm, latex 

backhand and windstopper fabric to deal with testing conditions. Elasticated wristband and pull loop. Colours: white / red.

PRG701 Sizes 5 - 7  |  PRG702 Sizes 8 - 11. Inc 1/2 sizes   £55.00



The Premier Collection Rollfinger Quartz cut has a more snug fit compared 
to the conventional flat palm glove. The rollfinger cut also provides the best 
ball contact as the cut ensures the latex is always in contact with the ball, 
when both catching and throwing, therefore providing a better feel when in 
contact with the football. 3mm Quartz German latex, German latex backhand, 
conventional elasticated strap with pull loop. Colours: white / red 
PRG704 Sizes 8 - 11. Inc 1/2 sizes  £50.00

The Premier Collection Dual Grip Box Cut is the latest addition to the brand new 
Precision range. The Dual Palm gives you two new 3mm latex forms bonded 
together which provides a comfortable fit and an extended life. Meanwhile the 
conventional elasticated wristband provides the optimum fit. With pull loop. 
Colours: white / red 
PRG705 Sizes 5 - 7. Full sizes | PRG706 Sizes 8 - 11. Inc 1/2 sizes  £45.00 

PRG704 PREmIER COLLECTION 
ROLLFINGER QUARTz GLOVES

PRG708 PREmIER COLLECTION 
ROLLFINGER FINGER PROTECTION GLOVES

PRG706 PREmIER COLLECTION 
dUAL GRIP BOX CUT GLOVES

PRG711 PREmIER COLLECTION 
NEGATIVE LITE SUPERLOW GLOVES

The Premier Collection Rollfinger Finger Protection is a new introduction to the 
Precision range. The very popular introduction of the rollfinger glove, features 
a 3mm New Basic latex palm, EVA backhand and the Precision GK Finger 
Protection System. Includes elasticated wristband and conventional strap and 
pull loop. Colours: white / red 
PRG707 Sizes 4 - 7. Full sizes | PRG708 Sizes 8 - 10. Inc 1/2 sizes  £30.00

The Premier Collection Negative Lite Superlow is a very popular glove 
across the Precision range. The glove is specially designed to provide total 
comfort, whilst increasing your grip and feel for the ball. The stitching is inside 
the glove, leading to a much tighter and snug fit. The glove features 3mm 
Superlow latex, EVA backhand and windstopper fabric to deal with testing 
conditions. Elasticated wristband and pull loop. Colours: white / red 
PRG711 Sizes 5 - 7. Full sizes | PRG712 Sizes 8 - 11. Inc 1/2 sizes  £25.00 
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This very popular Box Cut flat palm glove joins the Premier Collection range and 
offers optimum fit and stability and provides long term, constant ball contact. 
With its box shape fingers with fewer seams and lighter weight, the keeper 
has more stability in controlling the ball, even in extreme conditions. Features 
3mm Super Low latex palm and EVA backhand. Elasticated wristband and 
conventional strap. Colours: white / red. 
PRG713 Sizes 2 - 7. Full sizes | PRG714 Sizes 8 - 10. Full sizes  £20.00

The Premier Collection Trainer is a new introduction to the Precision range,  
and features a Zohonero flat palm and an EVA backhand. Colours: white / red  
PRG715 Sizes 2 - 7. Full sizes | PRG716 Sizes 8 - 10. Full sizes  £15.00

PRG714 PREmIER COLLECTION 
BOX CUT FLAT PALm GLOVES

PRG710 FUSION  
SChOLAR GLOVES

PRG716 PREmIER COLLECTION 
TRAINER GLOVES

The Premier Collection Fusion Scholar Glove features a combination of both 
Rollfinger and Negative Palm for the ultimate fit. 3mm Superlow latex palm,  
EVA backhand and 4 way stretch material, conventional elasticated strap  
with pull loop. Colour: white / red 
PRG709 Sizes 5 - 7. Full sizes | PRG710 Sizes 8 - 10. Full sizes  £25.00

NEWNEW

NEW

SImON mOORE
sheffield united
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FUSION  
GLOVE RANGE

Precision’s Fusion gloves are available  
in different styles and colours with a 
combination of rollfinger and negative  
palms for the ultimate fit.

Designed for style and performance in equal 
measure, it’s no surprise these are the gloves  
of choice for passionate Gaelic Football player  
Niall Morgan.

PRG732 FUSION  
PRO GLOVES

PRG736 FUSION  
FLASh SChOLAR GLOVES

The Fusion Pro Glove features a combination of both Rollfinger and Negative 
palm for the ultimate fit. 3mm Giga German Latex backhand, four way stretch 
wind bloc material, conventional elasticated strap with pull loop. 
Colour: blue / orange / white. 
PRG731 Sizes 5 - 7. Full sizes | PRG732 Sizes 8 - 10. Full sizes  £40.00

The Fusion Scholar Glove features a combination of both Rollfinger and 
Negative palm for the ultimate fit. 3mm new basic latex palm, EVA backhand 
and four way stretch material, conventional elasticated strap with pull loop. 
Colour: orange / blue / white. 
PRG735 Sizes 5 - 7. Full sizes | PRG736 Sizes 8 - 10. Full sizes  £30.00 

NIALL

MORGAN

NIALL

NIALL

NIALL NIALL

NIALL

NEW NEW



 

The Fusion X Glove range is one of our most 
versatile offerings, with options for wider hands, 
snug fits and everything in between. Choose a 
‘smooth’ pair with minimal seams, German latex 
palms and/or wrap-around palms that form part  
of the backhand.

Whichever you choose, you know that your match 
performance will come complete with all the quality  
you would expect from an industry-leading range.

FUSION X  
GLOVE RANGE

PRG570 FUSION X  
QUARTz SURROUNd GRIP GLOVES

WhITE / BLUE / ORANGE

PRG571 FUSION X  
GIGA SURROUNd GRIP GLOVES

BLUE / ORANGE / WhITE

The Fusion X Quartz Surround Grip glove is designed to be more suitable for 
a wider hand, providing more comfort, as there are fewer seams. The glove’s 
palm wraps around the outside of the hand, forming part of the backhand. This 
glove features a 3mm Quartz latex palm, German latex backhand, elasticated 
wristband with flex zone, and pull loop. Colour: white / blue / orange. 

PRG570 Sizes 8 - 11. Inc 1/2 sizes   £60.00

The Fusion X Giga Surround Grip glove is specially designed for a wider hand 
to provide more comfort, as there are fewer seams; therefore it isn’t as tight as 
a rollfinger or flat palm. The palm wraps around the outside of the hand, forming 
part of the backhand. This glove features a 3mm Giga latex palm and a German 
latex backhand, elasticated wristband and pull loop. Colour: blue / orange / white

PRG578 Sizes 4 - 7. Full sizes | PRG571 Sizes 8 - 11. Inc 1/2 sizes   £40.00



 

The Fusion X Flash Roll is a new part of the Fusion X range. The glove has a 
snugger fit than the conventional backhand. The latex is always in contact with 
the ball, which is best when throwing and catching. It features a 3mm Superlow 
latex palm, EVA backhand, elasticated wristband and pull loop.  
Colour: orange / royal / orange .  
PRG747 Sizes 5 - 7. Full sizes  £25.00 
PRG748 Sizes 8 - 10. Inc 1/2 sizes  £25.00

The Fusion X Precision Roll cut is part of the new Fusion X range. The glove 
has a snugger fit than the conventional flat palm glove. It also has the best ball 
contact as the cut ensures that latex is always in contact, providing a better feel 
when throwing and catching. Featuring a new 3mm New Basic latex palm, latex 
backhand and an elasticated strap with pull loop. Colour: white / orange / blue.
PRG572 Sizes 4 - 7. Full sizes  £30.00 
PRG573 Sizes 8 - 11. Inc 1/2 sizes  £35.00

PRG748 FUSION X  
FLASh ROLL GLOVES

PRG575 FUSION X  
PRO ROLL GLOVES

PRG573 FUSION X  
PRECISION ROLL GLOVES

PRG577 FUSION X  
TRAINER GLOVES

The Fusion X Pro Roll is part of the new Fusion X range. The glove has a 
snugger fit than the conventional flat palm glove. The latex is always in contact 
with the ball, which is best when throwing and catching. It features a 3mm 
Superlow latex palm, EVA backhand, elasticated wristband and pull loop.  
Colour: orange / blue / white.  
PRG574 Sizes 4 - 7. Full sizes  £17.00 
PRG575 Sizes 8 - 11. Full sizes  £20.00

The Fusion X Trainer is a new introduction to the Precision range, and it features 
a 2mm Zohonero flat palm and an EVA backhand with elasticated wristband 
and pull loop. Full sizes only. Colour: blue / orange / white. 
PRG576 Sizes 2 - 7. Full sizes  £12.00 
PRG577 Sizes 8 - 11. Full sizes  £14.00
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Precision GK goalkeeping gloves are the choice  
of discerning players at all levels of the professional 
game. From The National league to the Premier 
League, and even the international arena, pro 
keepers count on Precision gloves for their  
sure-handed touch, impeccable quality and 
inimitable style.  

To experience confidence in your gloves like never before, 
look no further than Precision GK goalkeeping gloves. 

PRECISION 
GOALKEEPING 
WORN BY WINNERS

dECLAN RUdd
ChARltOn AthletiC

ALAN KELLY
PReCisiOn GK 
AMBAssAdOR

KEIREN WESTWOOd
sheffield WednesdAY &
RePuBliC Of iRelAnd

AdAm dAVIES
BARnsleY & WAles

FRANK FIELdING
BRistOl CitY

PAUL ROBINSON
BuRnleY
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LUKE mcGEE
tOttenhAM hOtsPuR

BRIAN JENSEN
MAnsfield tOWn

BOBBY OLEJNIK
exeteR CitY & AustRiA

JAY LYNCh
sAlfORd CitY

ThORSTEN STUCKmANN
ChesteRfield

KIERAN O’hARA
MAnChesteR united

AARON RAmSdALE
BOuRneMOuth

SCOTT LOACh
nOtts COuntY

TREVOR CARSON
hARtlePOOl united

STEPhEN hENdERSON
nOttinGhAM fORest

RYAN FULTON
liVeRPOOl

BEN ALNWICK
BOltOn  
WAndeReRs

RUSS GRIFFIThS
eVeRtOn

dAVId FORdE
PORtsMOuth 
RePuBliC  
Of iRelAnd

JOE WILdSmITh
sheffield WednesdAY
& enGlAnd

GEORGE LONG
sheffield united



 

The Fusion X women’s range has been specially 
designed to offer the ultimate in style and 
performance. With a narrower fit across the palm, 
optimal finger length, tighter backhand  
and reduced wrist strap for a tighter grip these are 
the gloves of choice for a number of top players, 
including England and Notts County’s Carly 
Telford, Gillingham and England’s Katy Startup and 
hibernian and Scotland’s Jenna Fife.

The design of these gloves allow for a tighter, more secure 
grip making both catching and throwing the ball smoother 
and more controlled.  

FUSION X  
WOmEN’S GLOVE RANGE

PRG580 FUSION X WOmEN’S  
PRO ROLL GLOVES

WhITE / CYAN / YELLOW

The Women’s Fusion X Pro Roll is a specially designed glove for a woman’s hand. As worn by Notts County and England 
Ladies goalkeeper Carly Telford, the glove has a narrow fit across the palm, reduced finger length, tighter backhand and 

reduced length in the wrist strap, which all allow for a tighter grip. The Pro Roll is designed so the latex is always in contact 
with the ball, which is best when throwing and catching.  It features a 3mm Giga latex palm, German latex backhand, 

elasticated wristband and pull loop. Colour: white / cyan / yellow.

PRG580 Sizes 5 - 8. Inc 1/2 sizes   £40.00



 

The Replica Roll is designed so the latex is always in contact with the ball, which 
is best when throwing and catching. Featuring a 3mm Superlow latex palm, EVA 
backhand, elasticated wristband and pull loop.  
Colour: cyan / yellow / white. 
PRG582 Sizes 5 - 8. Full sizes  £20.00

The Fusion X Scholar Glove features a combination of both Rollfinger and 
Negative Palm for the ultimate fit. 3mm Superlow latex palm, EVA backhand, 
four way stretch material, conventional elasticated strap and pull loop.  
Colour: cyan / black / yellow / white.  
PRG581 Sizes 5 - 8. Full sizes  £25.00

PRG582 FUSION X WOmEN’S  
REPLICA ROLL GLOVES

PRG585 FUSION X WOmEN’S  
FINGER PROTECTION ROLL GLOVES

PRG581 FUSION X WOmEN’S 
SChOLAR GLOVES

The Finger Protection Roll is designed so the latex is always in contact with the 
ball, which is best when throwing and catching, whilst protecting the fingers. 
The glove features a 3mm Superlow latex palm, EVA backhand, elasticated 
wristband and pull loop.  
Colour: yellow / cyan / black.  
PRG585 Sizes 5 - 8. Full sizes  £25.00 
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CARLY TELFORd
nOtts COuntY
& enGlAnd

KATIE  
STARTUP
GillinGhAM
& enGlAnd  
undeR 17’s

JENNA  
FIFE
hiBeRniAn
& sCOtlAnd

NEW



The goalkeeper’s number one choice for body 
protection. Precision’s gk base layer range has been 
designed to offer comfort and protection, without 
limiting your all-important movement. With padded 
shorts, tops, tights and all-in-one options, there’s  
a great fitting solution for every keeper. 
Fabrics have been carefully selected to ensure 
complete comfort and avoid injury. 

The range combines neoprene, polyester, spandex and 
Precision Fit fabric for breathability.

GOALKEEPING  
BASE LAYER

PRG054 FULL LENGTh  
GOALKEEPING PANTS

BLACK

PRG055 3/4 LENGTh  
GOALKEEPING PANTS 

BLACK

Full Length Goalkeeping Pants. 90% polyester, 10% spandex (240gms). 
Precision Fit fabric. Brushed inside. Elasticated waist. Padding on hips,  
and knees. Colour: black

PRG054 Sizes: Boys, LB   £23.99

PRG054 Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL   £27.99

3/4 Length Goalkeeping Pants. 90% polyester, 10% spandex (240gms). 
Precision Fit fabric. Brushed inside. Elasticated waist. Padding on hips. 
Colour: black

PRG055 Sizes: Boys, LB   £18.99

PRG055 Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL   £21.99

NEWNEW
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Goalkeeper Shirt. 90% polyester, 10% spandex (240gms). Precision Fit fabric. 
Brushed inside. Padding on shoulders and elbows. Specially designed 3/4 
sleeve for optimised fit with your gloves. Vented underarms and central back 
panel. Extra length in body to maxmise movement. Colour: black

PRG053 Sizes: Boys, LB  £29.99  |  PRG053 Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL  £34.99

Neoprene Padded Goalkeeping Shorts Lightweight 1mm neoprene.  
For comfort, support, protection and rehabilitation against groin, hamstring 
and thigh injuries. Moulded EVA padding on hips, outer legs and lower back.
Drawstring waistband. Material 45% neoprene, 25% EVA, 15% nylon, 10% 
polyester, 5% latex. Sizes: S, M, L, XL. Colour: black

TRS115 Sizes: S - XL  £29.99

Padded all in one 3/4 suit 90% polyester, 10% spandex (240gms). Precision Fit 
fabric. Brushed inside. Padding on shoulders, elbows, waist, hip, knee and lower 
back areas. Vented underarms and central back panel.  
Sizes: LB, S, XL, XXL  
Colour: black

TR058 Sizes: LB, S, XL, XXL  £49.99

PRG053  
GOALKEEPER 3/4 SLEEVE ShIRT

TRS115 NEOPRENE PAddEd
GOALKEEPING ShORTS

TR058 PAddEd  
ALL IN ONE 3/4 SUIT

NEW



PRG17 
PRECISION GOALKEEPER JERSEY

BLUE / BLACK

PRG17 
PRECISION GOALKEEPER JERSEY

GREEN / BLACK

Precision Goalkeeper Jersey 100% polyester. Stylish crew-neck body fabric 
collar. Knitted rib on cuffs with main body colour trim. Cut and sewn design. 
Padded elbows. Colours: blue / black.

Sizes: 26-28, 30-32  £17.99   34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48  £19.99 

Precision Goalkeeper Jersey 100% polyester. Stylish crew-neck body fabric 
collar. Knitted rib on cuffs with main body colour trim. Cut and sewn design. 
Padded elbows. Colours: green / black.

Sizes: 26-28, 30-32  £17.99   34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48  £19.99 

Not only does Precision have all your goalkeeping 
glove requirements in hand, we also offer a 
complete collection of clothing and accessories. 
New for this year are our blue and green long-
sleeved jerseys which have been designed for 
unrestricted movement and perfect performance. 

Within these pages you’ll find everything from gloves and 
glue, to tape and towels, all with the same level of quality 
you’d expect from an industry-leading brand. 

GOALKEEPING  
TEXTILES & EQUIPmENT

NEW NEW



01 TR052 FULL  
LENGTh GK PANT

100% polyester. Full padded 
protection in the knee, hip and lower 
back areas. Sizes available:  
XXS - XS, Small - XXL  £24.99

02 TR051 3/4  
LENGTh GK PANT

100% polyester. Full padded 
protection in the knee, hip and lower 
back areas. Sizes available:  
XXS - XS, Small - XXL  £19.99

03 TR050 PAddEd  
GK ShORT

100% polyester. Full padded 
protection in the hip areas.  
Sizes available: XXS - XS, Small - XXL  
£15.99

04 PRG915 GK  
SPORTS TOWEL

Super absorbent, absorbs 5 times 
faster than conventional towel. 
Lightweight. Size: 66 x 43cm  £8.00

05 PRG902 GK  
GLOVE GLUE

Revive your old gloves. GloveGlu 
enhances the grip of any goalkeeping 
glove with its unique formula.  £11.00

06 PRG901 PRECISION 
GK GLOVEWASh

250ml Special cleaner formulated to 
remove dirt from the gloves.  £10.00

07 PRG910 GK  
FINGER TAPE

Finger Tape, white only  £2.50

08 TRG050 GK  
GLOVE WALLET

Holds up to 4 pairs of gloves.  £6.99

09 TRG100 GK CAP

One size fits most. Blue.  £5.99

10 TR733 GK BUNGEE

Kit comprises of 2 flexi-bungee cords 
that attach to both posts plus harness 
system that allows the goalkeeper to 
work against controlled resistance. 
£49.99
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FOOTbALLS
PRECISION

Precision’s football range is all encompassing, with a product for every 
pitch - whether it’s indoor, outdoor, hard ground or soft - we’ve got it 
covered. Choose match balls, training balls or speciality options and 
you can rest assured that they all carry the same exceptional quality 

our brand is known for. Our innovative Fusion range is suitable for 
Championship, International and FIFA-approved levels of competition. 

Balls shown with the official ‘FIFA Quality’, ‘FIFA Quality Pro’ and 
‘IMS’ (International Matchball Standard) logos have satisfied FIFA’s 

Quality Assurance programme, which assesses criteria such as weight, 
circumference, roundness, bounce, water absorption, pressure loss and,  

in some cases, shape and size retention. 
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Footballs made to International matchball 
Standard (ImS) deliver heightened consistency, 
strength and water repellence; reliably 
performing to the highest standards for longer. 

Precision’s ImS footballs combine stitched and 
wound-bladder construction. This leads to better 
shape retention; more accuracy in flight; and 
greater power and speed. What’s more, they 
require less re-inflation than alternative balls.

Choose an ImS football from Precision, and you 
can rely on superior performance in the most 
varied of playing conditions and temperatures.  



New for this year, the Fusion training ball range  
is made to International matchball Standard (ImS), 
delivering strength and durability on a host of 
different pitches. Their consistency in the most 
challenging of conditions provides players with 
dependable performance, instilling confidence for 
the big game.  

Fusion training balls combine 32-panel machine-sewn 
construction with a wound bladder. They retain their shape 
better; require less re-inflation; are more accurate in flight; 
and offer greater power and speed than alternative balls. 
They come in a host of eye catching colours, and all carry 
the IMS stamp of approval.

FUSION  
TRAINING BALLS

PRF203
FUSION TRAINING BALL 

WhITE / SILVER / BLACK

A 32-panel, machine-sewn construction training football. A TPU film  
textured 0.15mm outer cover. EVA Foam 3.50mm + 1PV lining.  

HR winding bladder. Colours: white / silver / black.

PRF203 Sizes 3,4,5   £10.00

NEW



A 32-panel, machine-sewn construction training football from Precision. A TPU 
film textured 0.15mm outer cover. EVA Foam 3.50mm + 1PV lining. HR winding 
bladder. Colours: white / red / black. 
PRF201 Sizes 3, 4, 5  £10.00

A 32-panel, machine-sewn construction training football from Precision. A TPU 
film textured 0.15mm outer cover. EVA Foam 3.50mm + 1PV lining. HR winding 
bladder. Colours: white / cyan / black. 
PRF202 Sizes 3, 4, 5  £10.00

PRF201 
FUSION TRAINING BALL

WhITE / REd / BLACK

PRF204 
FUSION TRAINING BALL

FLUO YELLOW / CYAN / BLACK

PRF202 
FUSION TRAINING BALL

WhITE / CYAN / BLACK

PRF205 
FUSION TRAINING BALL

FLUO ORANGE / BLACK / YELLOW

A 32-panel, machine-sewn construction training football from Precision. A TPU 
film textured 0.15mm outer cover. EVA Foam 3.50mm + 1PV lining. HR winding 
bladder. Colours: fluo yellow / cyan / black. 
PRF204 Sizes 3, 4, 5  £10.00

A 32-panel, machine-sewn construction training football from Precision. A TPU 
film textured 0.15mm outer cover. EVA Foam 3.50mm + 1PV lining. HR winding 
bladder. Colours: fluo orange / black / yellow. 
PRF205 Sizes 3, 4, 5  £10.00
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The Precision match ball collection is the pinnacle 
of integrity and durability in this specialist sports 
sector. With an innovative combination of machine-
stitched and glued seams, these balls offer a 
formidable barrier against water absorption.  
We offer high quality match balls to meet your needs 
in FIFA Quality, FIFA Quality Pro and ImS variants.

Our match balls consistently hold their shape during the 
most unforgiving match conditions, ensuring reliable 
performance throughout. Long after you’ve taken the wind 
out of the opposition’s sails, your chosen Precision match 
ball will still be pumped up and ready to play.

mATCh  
BALLS / FUSION

PRF150 
FUSION NUENO mATCh BALL 

WhITE / ORANGE / BLUE

Fusion Nueno Match Ball. FIFA Quality Pro, high quality top end match ball, 
suitable on grass, astro and snow. 32-panel machine-stitch with edge glue. 

Colours: white / orange / blue.

PRF150 Sizes 4 and 5   £30.00
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International Match Ball Standard. Suitable on grass, astroturf and snow.  
32-panel machine-stitch with edge glue.  

PRF158 white / black / green. 
Sizes: 3, 4 & 5  £20.00

PRF158 
FUSION PROTEC mATCh BALL

FIFA Quality, high quality top end match ball. Suitable on grass, astro and snow.  
32-panel machine-stitch with edge glue. Colours: PRF155 white / purple / lime.  

PRF155 white / purple / fluo lime | PRF154 white / black / silver. Sizes 4 and 5  £25.00

PRF155 
FUSION ROTARIO mATCh BALL



Our match balls consistently hold their shape 
during the most unforgiving match conditions, 
ensuring reliable performance throughout. Long 
after you’ve taken the wind out of the opposition’s 
sails, your chosen Precision match ball will still be 
pumped up and ready to play.

mATCh  
BALLS

PRF132
ROSARIO mATCh BALL

WhITE / ORANGE / BLUE

FIFA Quality Pro Ball. Hand sewn construction. 32 panel. Ducksung 1mm PU film 
outer. Two polyester cotton plus Nylex and 1.5mm Zote foam linings. Latex Bladder. 

Weight: 410-450gms. Colours: white / orange / blue.

PRF132 Sizes 4 and 5   £30.00
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FIFA Quality Match Ball. Hand-sewn construction. 32 panel. Nanya PU film 
outer. Four polyester cotton plus 1.5mm EVA Air Mattress linings. Butyl bladder. 
Weight: 410-450gms. Colours: white / cyan / orange. Sizes 4 and 5  £20.00

Hand-sewn construction. 32 panel. TPU film outer. Four polyester cotton plus 
1.5mm EVA Air Mattress linings. Butyl bladder. Weight: 410-450gms. 
Colours: white / black / silver. PRF140 Sizes 3, 4, 5  £13.00

FIFA Approved Match Ball. Hand-sewn construction. 32 panel. Japanese textured TPU outer. 
Four polyester cotton plus Air Mattress sheet linings. Latex Bladder. Weight: 410-450gms. 

Colours: white / black / silver. Size 5  £25.00

PRF133 
SANTIAGO FIFA QUALITY mATCh BALL

PRF140 
CORdINO mATCh BALL

PRF175
EXACTO mATCh BALL



designed to meet the new regulations of 
organising bodies, the Precision Lite football 
range means that adjusting the weight of the ball 
to the age group enables the player to develop  
ball mastery - passing, receiving, dribbling  
and shooting.

Machine-stitched construction with TPU film outer.  
Two polyester plus 3.5mm EVA foam linings.  
Available in four colourways and weights.

LITE  
BALLS / SANTOS

PRF193
SANTOS LITE 370 TRAINING BALL

WhITE / BLACK

Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Two polyester plus 3.5mm EVA foam 
linings. Reinforced nylon wound bladder.  

Colours: white / black.

PRF193 Size 5    £9.00

Information obtained from the FAI Player 
Development Plan.

GAmE TABLE FORmATS

AGE GROUP WEIGHT

U6, U7, U8 290 gms

U9, U10, U11 320 gms

U12, U13, U14 370 gms

U15, U16 450 gms
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Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Two polyester plus 3.5mm EVA 
foam linings. Reinforced nylon wound bladder.  
Colours: white / fluo yellow / black.  PRF190 Sizes 3, 4, 5  £9.00

Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Two polyester plus 3.5mm EVA 
foam linings. Reinforced nylon wound bladder.  
Colours: white / fluo orange / black.  PRF191 Sizes 4 and 5  £9.00

Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Two polyester plus 3.5mm EVA foam linings. 
Reinforced nylon wound bladder. Colours: white / silver / black.  

PRF192 Size 5  £9.00

PRF190
SANTOS LITE 290 TRAINING BALL

WhITE / FLUO YELLOW / BLACK

PRF191
SANTOS LITE 320 TRAINING BALL

WhITE / FLUO ORANGE / BLACK

PRF192
SANTOS LITE 350 TRAINING BALL

WhITE / SILVER / BLACK



designed to meet the new regulations of 
organising bodies, the Precision Lite football 
range means that adjusting the weight of the ball 
to the age group enables the player to develop  
ball mastery - passing, receiving, dribbling  
and shooting.

Machine-stitched construction with TPU film outer.  
Two polyester plus 3.5mm EVA foam linings.  
Available in four colourways and weights.

LITE  
BALLS / CORdINO

PRF180 
CORdINO LITE 290 TRAINING BALL

WhITE / FLUO YELLOW / BLACK

Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Four polyester cotton plus 1.5mm 
EVA air matress linings. Butyl bladder. 

Colours: white / fluo yellow / black. 

PRF180 Sizes 3, 4, 5     £13.00

Information obtained from the FAI Player 
Development Plan.

GAmE TABLE FORmATS

AGE GROUP WEIGHT

U6, U7, U8 290 gms

U9, U10, U11 320 gms

U12, U13, U14 370 gms

U15, U16 450 gms
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Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Four polyester cotton plus 
1.5mm EVA air matress linings. Butyl bladder.  
Colours: white / silver / black. 
PRF182 Size 5  £13.00

Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Four polyester cotton plus 
1.5mm EVA air matress linings. Butyl bladder.  
Colours: white / black.  
PRF183 Size 5  £13.00

Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Four polyester cotton plus 1.5mm EVA air matress linings. 
Butyl bladder. Colours: white / fluo yellow / black.  

PRF181 Sizes 4, 5  £13.00

PRF182
CORdINO LITE 350 TRAINING BALL

WhITE / SILVER / BLACK

PRF183
CORdINO LITE 370 TRAINING BALL

WhITE / BLACK

PRF181
CORdINO LITE 320 TRAINING BALL

WhITE / FLUO ORANGE / BLACK



however you play the beautiful game, Precision has 
expertly-made speciality balls to make the most of 
a range of different playing surfaces. Each football 
has been designed specifically to suit a different 
environment. Wherever you play - whether it’s astro 
turf, hard ground, artificial pitches or even indoors - 
you’ll be playing your best.

Precision’s specialist ball range includes the Sao Paulo 
futsal ball which is hand sewn for superior quality.

SPECIALIST  
BALLS

PRF165
SAO PAULO FUTSAL BALL 

WhITE / GRAPhITE

Hand-sewn construction. PU/PVC outer. Polyester linings.  
Stuffed Butyl bladder. Official size and weight. 

 Colours: white / graphite.

PRF165 Sizes 3,4,5   £15.00



Hand-sewn construction. PU outer. Polyester linings. Latex bladder.  
Official size and weight. Colours: fluo yellow / black.  
PRF163 Sizes 3, 4, 5  £8.00

Compound rubber surface. Leather grain. Synthetic rubber bladder with 
polyester winding thred PU outer. Polyester linings. Latex bladder.  
Official size and weight. Colours: white / lime / purple.  
PRF167 Sizes 4 and 5  £8.00

PRF163
ASTRO BALL

FLUO YELLOW / BLACK

PRF161
RIO INdOOR BALL

YELLOW / BLACK

PRF167
VELOCITY RUBBER mOULdEd BALL

WhITE / LImE / PURPLE

TR440
STREET mANIA hARd GROUNd

FLUO YELLOW / BLACK

Thermobonded construction. Acrylic woven felt outer. Polyester lining.  
Nylon wound butyl bladder. Official size and weight.  
Colours: yellow / black. 
PRF161 Sizes 4 and 5  £17.00

For use on hard surfaces. 32-panel machine-stitched vulcanised black rubber 
sheet with tyre emboss. Two polyester and one cotton lining.  
Synthetic rubber bladder. Colours: fluo yellow / black. 
TR440 Sizes 4 and 5  £12.50
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however you play the beautiful game, Precision has 
expertly-made speciality balls to make the most of 
a range of different playing surfaces. Each football 
has been designed specifically to suit a different 
environment. Wherever you play - whether it’s 
astro turf, hard ground, artificial pitches or even 
indoors - you’ll be playing your best.

SPECIALIST  
BALLS

Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Two polyester plus 2mm EVA 
linings. Rubber bladder. Weight: 120-160gms 
Colours: fluo yellow / black.  
PRF056 Size Midi  £4.00

Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Two polyester plus 2mm EVA 
linings. Rubber bladder. Weight: 120-160gms 
Colours: white / cyan / black.  
PRF052 Size Mini  £4.00

Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Two polyester plus 2mm EVA 
linings. Rubber bladder. Weight: 120-160gms 
Colours: fluo orange / black. 
PRF055 Size Midi  £4.00

Machine-stitched construction. TPU film outer. Two polyester plus 2mm EVA 
linings. Rubber bladder. Weight: 120-160gms 
Colours: white / red / black.  
PRF051 Size Mini  £4.00

PRF056
SANTOS mIdI BALL

PRF052
SANTOS mINI BALL

PRF055
SANTOS mIdI BALL

PRF051
SANTOS mINI BALL
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SIzE & WEIGhT GUIdE

BALL SIZE WEIGHT AGE GROUP

5 410 - 450 gms Over 14 years

4 340 - 390 gms 9-14 years

3 280 - 340 gms 6-9 years

Futsal size 4 400 - 440 gms All ages

bALL CARE
PRECISION

The same level of care should be taken when inflating any of Precision’s 
high quality balls. It is important not to insert the inflation needle too 

far into the ball so as not to damage the valve and bladder during 
initial inflation. The recommended pressure is printed on each ball and 

this should be checked regularly to maintain the ball’s performance 
potential. If your football should become wet during a match or training 

session, leave to dry naturally: do not heat-dry. If possible,  
remove any grit from stitched areas before storing.  

Take care not to get indoor balls wet.
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Precision Futsal is a product range designed 
specifically for passionate players and coaches 
of this exciting and fast-paced, game. Futsal is 
particularly well known for encouraging kids to 
develop their skills and football understanding 
before moving to the 11-a-side game.

A number of world-class players - including Ronaldinho, 
Pele, Messi and Ronaldo - credit their early football skills 
to playing Futsal. Our Futsal range includes a quality 
collection of balls, gloves, tactic boards and goals.

PRECISION 
FUTSAL  
RANGE

01 01

02

NEW



01 BOWFUT BOWNET 
FUTSAL GOAL 2m X 3m 

FIFA official indoor game size  
2m x 3m (6’6” x 9’9”)

Bownet Futsal Goal  
Set up time - 120 seconds 
Weight - 13 kg 
Roller case size - 50” x 9” x 6”  
(127cm x 28cm x 15cm) 
£249.99

02 TRG008 PORTABLE 
FUTSAL GOAL 3m X 2m

Features locking system and net, 
includes ground anchor and carry 
holdall. Plastic construction, 12 
months guarantee.  £179.99

03 PRF165 SAO PAULO 
BALL

Cover material – 1.5 mm PU/PVC Mix 
Inner linings – 3 Polyester. Stuffed 
Butyl bladder. Weight – 410-450 gms. 
Construction – hand sewn. Colour: 
white / graphite  Size: 3, 4 and 5. 
£15.00

04 TRA625 A5 FUTSAL 
COAChES’ NOTEPAd

60 x 90cm. Ideal for use pitch-side or 
in the dressing room.  £5.99

05 TR822 FUTSAL 
TACTIC BOARd

Magnetic. 30 x 45cm. Ideal for use 
pitch-side or in the dressing room.  
£34.99

06 TR821 FUTSAL 
TACTIC BOARd

Magnetic. 60 x 90cm. Ideal for use 
pitch-side or in the dressing room.  
£79.99

07 TR825 PRO FUTSAL 
COAChES’ TACTIC 
FOLdER

Ideal for use on pitch side or dressing 
room. With magnetic board, set play 
sheets, dry wipe marker and pen. 
£24.99
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TRAINING 
AIdS

Precision has everything your team could possibly need to improve speed, 
strength, skill and stamina. Whether it’s juniors or professionals, we have a huge 
range of training aids to improve the standard of play. You’ll find everything from 

stopwatches and speed ladders, to poles, posts and parachutes.  
Our rebounders will help with precision and agility, while free kick mannequins 

ensure that practice makes perfect! From domes and cones to hoops and 
hurdles; our accessories are up to the challenge. ...Are you?

PRECISION
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Set of 15 markers with non-slip backing grid plus carry bag. 
Size: 27cm x 27cm Colour: orange, yellow and white. £30.00

Set of 20 markers with non-slip backing grid plus carry bag. Diameter: 19cm.
Colour: orange, yellow and white.  £34.99

Pro flat rectangular, non-slip, flexible vinyl markers. Ten markers per bag.  
For marking out training sessions, indoor or outdoor.  
Colour: fluo yellow, fluo orange and white.  £19.99

Set of 15 markers with non-slip backing grid plus carry bag. Size: 34cm x 7cm 
Colour: orange, yellow and white.  £27.99

Set of 20 markers on metal stand plus carry bag. Diameter: 15cm.  
Colour: orange, yellow and white. £27.99

Set of 50 mixed colour markers with non-slip backing grid on metal stand plus 
carry bag. Diameter: 9.5cm. Colour: 10 x orange, yellow, white, blue and red  
per set.  £44.99 

TR326 
L-ShAPEd RUBBER mARKERS

TR320 
LARGE FLAT RUBBER mARKER dISCS

TR425 
PRO FLAT RECTANGULAR mARKERS

TR328 
RECTANGULAR RUBBER mARKERS

TR321 
FLAT RUBBER mARKER dISCS

TR322 
SmALL RUBBER mARKER dISCS
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Set of 50 x 200mm diameter flexible plastic markers with easy-use carrier.   
10 x yellow, red, white, orange, blue.  TR548 Space markers in a single 
colour, available in yellow, white, blue, red or orange. £16.99

Set of 60. Ideal for coaching in all sports. Includes carry strap. Colour:  
20 x orange, 20 x yellow, and white.  £12.99

20 x 7” high giant cones in a bag. 12” diameter. TR715 - red  £29.99 
TR715W - white  £29.99  TR715Y - yellow  £29.99

Set of 40. Ideal for coaching, dribbling and target practice. 
£31.99

Set of 10 cones with sleeve. Colour: white, yellow, royal, orange, red  £3.99

Carry strap for sets of cones  £1.50

TR549 
ASSORTEd SPACE mARKERS

TR652 
PRO mINI CONE SET

TR715  
GIANT SAUCER CONE SET

TR550 
SPORTS mARKERS

TR315 
SET OF 10 CONES WITh SLEEVE

TR316 
dISC CONE STRAP

NEW

NEW



Flat Markers (8”diameter). Set of 10 markers. Non-slip flexible vinyl. A special 
textured back keeps all discs in place. Includes carry bag. Colour: 2 x yellow,  
orange, white, red and blue.  £15.99

Ten Markers per bag. For marking out training sessions indoor or outdoor. 
Colour: fluo yellow, fluo orange, red, blue and white.  £15.99 

Set of 6 assorted colour flat rubber discs. Ideal for teaching positioning skills for 
sports and athletic activities. Can be used to designate court positions or mark 
distances. Includes mesh carry bag. £15.99

Marker Cone Drill Set contains: 24 x 9” Pro-cones (8 x yellow, orange and  
red). Supplied with a bag.  £31.99

TR423 
mULTI-COLOUR ROUNd mARKERS

TR424 
PRO FLAT ROUNd mARKERS

TRAFFIC CONES  
SET OF 4

TR404 
SEQUENCING dISCS

TR718 
mARKER CONE dRILL SET

COLLAPSIBLE CONES 
SET OF 4

Vinyl cones.  
TR666 - 18” £26.99  TR664 - 15” £10.99 
TR561 - 12” £6.99  TR560 - 9” £3.99

Plastic cones with split sides that allow them to collapse under pressure then 
pop back into shape. TR702 - 15” £9.99    
TR701 - 12” £7.99   TR565 - 9” £3.99
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Twin handled, rubberised medicine balls. Can be used for a variety of gym work and strength and flexibility training programmes. TR534 4kg  £16.99  
TR535 5kg  £20.99  TR536 6kg  £24.99  TR537 7kg  £29.99  TR538 8kg  £34.99

Precision Medicine Balls. Easy to handle and perfect for indoor and outdoor training.  TR515 5kg  £30.99  TR514 4kg  £26.99  TR513 3kg  £22.99   
TR512 2kg  £18.99  TR511 1kg  £14.99

Sharpen up reflexes and reactions with these unevenly shaped balls  
that bounce unpredictably. Ideal for hand/eye co-ordination. 
TR016 20cm  £14.99  TR015 10cm  £3.99  TR014 6.5cm  £2.99

TWIN hANdLEd mEdICINE BALL

mEdICINE BALLS

TR761 
INdOOR/OUTdOOR PASSING ARCS

REACTION  
BALL

Six Precision Indoor / Outdoor Passing Arcs, for passing drills and practice 
in their own carry bag. Removable feet and spikes enable indoor and outdoor 
usage.  £59.99
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01 TR801 mICRO 
TRAINING CONE KIT

12 x 23cm cones with 12 holes, 6 
x 120cm plastic canes. Cones and 
canes can be used for many different 
activities, ideal for skill progression, 
with speed mechanics and controlled 
plyometric exercises.  £26.99

02 TR567 SPEEd 
AGILITY LAddER SET

Ten rungs with cones to set out in 
any shape to suit any drill. Ideal for 
both athletes who need agility and 
advanced plyometrics and for younger 
sportsmen and women.  £19.99

03 TR580 AGILITY 
hURdLE CONE SET IN 
CARRY BAG

Supplied with 20 x 30cm high cones 
with a series of 3 holes at different 
heights to which are fitted 10 x 1m 
long poles.  £49.99

04 TR403 SPEEd 
AGILITY hOOPS

Set of 12 hoops supplied in a bag.
Colours: red, yellow and blue.  £19.99

05 TR311 OCTA  
RING SYSTEm

Comprises of 12 Octa rings that can 
be connected with a clip to form 
any ladder formations for speed and 
agility training.  £24.99

06 TR706 SPEEd 
AGILITY hOOP  
LAddER SET

Set of 12 attached hoops supplied in 
a bag.  £19.99

07 TR760 OUTdOOR 
PASSING ARC

2” higher - the new improved spiked 
passing arc helps to build passing 
accuracy between 2 or more players.  
£4.99
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01 STEP TRAINING 
hURdLE

Indispensable for exercising in 
striding, jumping, arm control and 
lateral speed.

TR563 - 12” blue  £7.99 each 
TR713 - 9” red  £6.99 each 
TR562 - 6” yellow  £5.99 each

02 TR564 AdJUSTABLE 
hURdLES WITh BAG

Set of 6 adjustable step training 
hurdles from 6” to 12”.  £59.99

03 FLAT hURdLE SETS

Light weight and flexible, will revert 
back to shape after being put under 
pressure. Indestructable. Set of 6.

TR599 - 15” orange  £21.99  
TR598 - 12” blue  £19.99  
TR597 - 9” red  £17.99  
TR596 - 6” yellow  £15.99

04 TR757 mULTI-
hEIGhT hURdLE SET

Can be set to 3 different heights, 15, 
20 and 25cm. Width: 40cm. Set of 3 
with a carry strap.  £16.99

05 BOUNCE-BACK 
hURdLES

100cm wide hurdles made from 
heavy-duty PVC. Return to position 
when knocked over. Set of 3 per size.

TR786 - 60cm  £65.99  
TR785 - 50cm  £63.99  
TR784 - 40cm  £61.99  
TR783 - 30cm  £59.99

06 TR578 mULTI-JUmP 
TRAINER SET

Adjustable 3 cross-poles makes this a 
versatile all-surface trainer. £8.99

07 TR707 hURdLE 
CARRY BAG

Carries up to 10 hurdles (not 
included).  £9.99
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01 TR594 4m 
AdJUSTABLE SPEEd 
LAddER

Sharpen up your speed work.  
A 4m ladder with sliding cross-
sections to alter stride patterns for all 
work-outs. £19.99

02 TR658 PRO NEO 
SPEEd LAddER

4m ladder with 20” wide soft non-slip 
rungs. Suitable for indoor, outdoor 
and astroturf surfaces. Ideal for 
footwork exercises. Supplied with  
a bag.  £19.99

03 SPEEd AGILITY 
LAddERS

This ideal training aid forces the feet 
to adapt to extremely fast patterns of 
footwork by repeating the exercises 
over and over.

TR572 - 8m  £39.99  
TR569 - 4m  £19.99  
TR724 - 2m  £13.99

04 TR725 INdOOR 
SPEEd AGILITY 
LAddER

4 metre ladder with 20” wide soft, 
non-slip rungs. Added weights for 
stabilising position. Supplied with  
a bag.  £24.99

05 TR716 JUNIOR 
SPEEd AGILITY KIT

Kit contains: 3 x 6” hurdles, 3 x 9” 
hurdles, 2 x 2m ladders and 12 x 9” 
collapsible cones. Supplied in bag.  
£79.99

06 TR717 ULTImATE 
SPEEd AGILITY KIT

Kit contains: 3 x 9” hurdles, 3 x 12” 
hurdles, 2 x 4m ladders, 20 space 
markers (10 red and 10 blue), 1 speed 
resistor, 1 x evasion belt, 1 x speed 
chute and 1 x reaction ball. Supplied 
in bag.  £149.99

07 TR312 PINNACLE 
LAddER

This 2m ladder can be used as both 
a flat or raised profile speed ladder. 
Complete with carry bag. £29.99
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01 TR570 1.7mm 
BOUNdARY POLES  
mIXEd SET (IN BAG)

1.7m high boundary poles to develop 
lateral manoeuvring.  
4 x fluo yellow, 4 x fluo orange,  
4 x red (mixed set).  £54.99

02 TR570 1.7mm white Boundary  
Poles x 12 (in bag)  £54.99

03 TR570 1.7mm red Boundary  
Poles x 12 (in bag)  £54.99

04 TR570 1.7mm yellow Boundary  
Poles x 12 (in bag)  £54.99

01 TR571 Junior Boundary Poles 
(Not shown)  £49.99

05 TR791 SWIVEL CLIPS

Will fit poles with 1¼” diameter to 
enable the creation of hurdles. Set of 
6 supplied with a bag.  £6.99

06 TR728 TELESCOPIC 
BOUNdARY POLES

Set of 12 (4 fluo yellow, 4 fluo orange, 
4 red) 1.7m high poles with detachable 
ground spikes. Adjustable from 90 
to 170cm (full height). Pole diameter: 
11/4”. Poles can be used with a base. 
Supplied with a bag.  £59.99

07 TR582 FLEXI 
BOUNdARY POLES

1.5m high boundary poles to develop 
lateral manoeuvring.  
6 x fluo yellow, 6 x fluo pink  £59.99

08 TR586 hEAVY dUTY 
POLE BASE

Rubberised, heavy-duty base that fits 
all Precision Training boundary poles 
and ensures they stay put. £15.99

09 TR575 BOUNdARY 
POLE BASE

Pole base allows boundary poles 
to be used on astro or hard ground 
surfaces.  £5.99

10 TR588 BOUNdARY 
POLE CARRY BAG

Carry bag can hold in excess of 30 
boundary poles.  £15.99

11 TR581 SPARE 
BOUNdARY POLE BAG

Holds 12 1.7m boundary poles with 
groundspikes.  £9.99
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01 PRT001 PRECISION 
PRO BARRETS ELITE 
mANNEQUINS SET  
(SET OF 5)

Very useful for: free kicks, slalom, 
dribbling, tackles, headers, 
goalkeeper exercises, tactics and 
much more!! Tubular frame with 
moulded chest panels. Available in 
red, yellow and blue.  £559.99

02 TR729 PRO 
mANNEQUIN CARRY 
BAG

Polyester carry bag with handles and 
reinforced base, designed to carry 5 
free kick manequins.  £16.99

03A TR738 INFLATABLE 
FREE KICK dUmmY

Useful for: free kicks, slalom, 
dribbling, goalkeeper exercises, 
tactics and much more!! Base 
compartment fills with water for 
stability.  £79.99

03B TR739 hANd PUmP 
FOR (TR738)

Hand pump.  £9.99

04 TR727 SENIOR FREE 
KICK mANNEQUINS  
(SET OF 3)

Tubular frame with moulded chest 
panels. Set of 3. Including carry bag 
with handle. Height 6ft.  £149.99

05 TR737 JUNIOR FREE 
KICK mANNEQUIN  
(SET OF 3) 

Tubular frame with moulded chest 
panels. Including carry bag with 
handle. Height 5ft.  £129.99

06 TR736 RUBBER 
mANNEQUIN BASE

Fits both TR737 Junior and TR727 
Senior mannequins. For use on indoor 
and outdoor surfaces.  £49.99

07 TR734 mANNEQUIN 
ROLLER BASE

Enables PRT001, TR727 and TR737 
to be used indoors, wheels also allow 
base to be used as transporter both 
indoor and outdoor. Can be weighted 
with sand for increased stability.  
(Mannequin not included)  £69.99
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01 TR723 POP-UP 
mANNEQUINS  
(SET OF 3)

3 Mesh Mannequins which fold down 
to a convenient portable size. Must 
be used with boundary poles TR570 
and boundary pole base TR573 (not 
included). Attaches to poles with 
velcro and elasticated ties. Includes 
carry bag.  £35.99

02 FOLdING FREE KICK 
mAN KIT

3 Free Kick Men and 6 two-piece 
spring-loaded boundary poles.  
Pole diameter: 1 1⁄4”. Height: 6’. 
Includes carry bag. Also available 
without poles.

TR726 - Including poles  £89.99  
TR703 - Excluding poles  £49.99 

03 TR429 REBOUNdER

Classic Rebounder 95cm sq. Steel 
construction with nylon netting.  
Can be adjusted to alter the angle of 
rebound.  £109.99

04 TR430 hANd hELd 
REBOUNdER

Lightweight steel construction 
with nylon netting and elasticated 
surround.  £29.99
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05 TR950 SENIOR hEAd 
TENNIS SET

A 30’ net with adjustable poles and 
bag. Can be used at either head 
or ground setting. Excellent for 
developing ball and heading skills. 
£59.99

06 TR131 SOCCER 
SKILLS NET

Mini collapsible net similar to a tennis 
court net. Can be set at various 
heights to help improve skills in 
training sessions. Ideal for head 
tennis and one-touch tennis.  
Length: approx 8’.  £59.99

07 TR951 COmPACT 
SOCCER SKILLS NET

Collapsible net similar to a tennis 
court net. Helps improve skills in 
training sessions. Ideal for head 
tennis and one-touch tennis. 6m wide 
and 33” high.  £189.99
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01 TR573 POWER 
SPEEd RESISTOR

This harness system uses partner 
controlled resistance. It’s suitable 
for short sprints, lateral shuffles and 
explosive forward and backward 
movements.  £19.99

02 TR576  
EVASION BELT

The attacker tries to break away from 
the defender, during multi-directional 
quickness drills, by ripping the Velcro 
tab on the umbilical between the 
two. Ideal training for marking and 
mirroring.  £4.99

03 TR730 SPEEd SLEd

Straight line speed device to increase 
sprinting power. Build power with 
resisted sprinting. Includes sled 
harness and connecting leads.  
£59.99
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04 TR574 PARAChUTE

Chute with padded waist belt. 
Applies even resistance. Improves 
speed, strength and resistance. Span 
approx. 36” Suitable for distances 
from 10m up to 200m.  £24.99

05 TR482 dUAL SPEEd 
PARAChUTE

Dual chute for increased resistance 
with padded waist belt. Improves 
speed, strength and resistance. 
Suitable for distances from  
10m - 200m.  £29.99

06 TR731 OVER  
SPEEd TRAINER

Slingshot over-speed trainer to 
improve leg speed. 1 x 6m flexi-cord. 
2 x sprint belts.  £24.99

07 TR481 QUICK 
RELEASE BELT

This harness system uses partner-
controlled resistance - suitable for 
short sprints and explosive forward 
movements (pull the red cord to 
release partner).  £15.99

08 TR714 LEG TONER

Helps to maintain proper body 
positioning for lateral movements and 
strengthens the muscles responsible 
for lateral speed. Features padded 
ankle collars with an adjustable 
velcro fit and strong, durable stretchy 
connector band. Includes carry bag. 
£9.99
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01 TR452 PRO  
CORNER POSTS

Set of 4 flexible corner posts with 
ground insert.  £84.99

02 TR302 CORNER 
POSTS

Set of 4 flexible PVC weatherproof 
posts.  £14.99

03 TR301 SPRUNG 
CORNER POSTS

Set of 4 spiked weather-proof posts 
supplied in a bag includes 4 red flags.
Height 5ft, diameter 1 1/4”.  £39.99 

04 TR406 CORNER 
FLAGS

Single corner flag made from  
100% polyester. 

Plain: emerald, navy, royal, red, yellow

Dual Colour: black/white, emerald/
white, sky/black, maroon/sky, navy/
white, royal /white, red/black, red/
white, yellow/black, yellow/royal  
£2.99

05 TR426 RUBBER 
CORNER POLE BASE

New rubberised, heavy-duty base 
that fits all Precision Training 
boundary poles and collapsible 
corner flags to ensure they stay put – 
even in the windiest of conditions.  
Please note: Pole base now fits 
TR484, TR301 and TR302  £5.99

06 TR329 6 SEATER 
FOLdING SUBS BENCh

Six seater folding subs bench. Folds 
up and fits into carry bag. Carry bag 
included.  £119.99
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07 TR484 COLLAPSIBLE 
CORNER FLAG

4 folding corner flag poles in a carry 
bag (without flag)  £19.99

08 TR428 PRO 
hEAdING GANTRY

For practising heading. The balls 
can be adjusted to different heights 
as required. Includes a ground 
preparation tool, two balls and  
carry bag.  £89.99

09 TR720 CORNER 
POST BAG

Nylon carry bag with handles, 
designed to carry 6 poles.  £6.99

10 TR661 CROWd 
BARRIER KIT

Lightweight, easy to erect and 
dismantle and easily transportable. 
Includes: 6 x poles with spikes, 60 
metres of rope, 2 x ground anchors,  
1 x carry bag.  £54.99
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NEW to Precision’s line-up of practice goals,  
Bownet is a revolution from the United States.  
Available in a variety of sizes – ideal for various 
training applications – each goal combines portability, 
durability and strength; and can be set up and ready 
to use in two minutes or less. 

Elastic netting, “BOWpole” absorption technology and a 
heavy-duty steel base ensure Bownet goals stay rooted to  
the ground, with stakes provided for extra strength when 
using on grass surfaces. Non-marking rubber feet ensure the 
goals’ suitability for indoor use, and a FREE carry bag or  
roller is providing with each goal for neat and easy portability.

BOWNET   
GOALS
ThE WORLd’S BEST 
PORTABLE SPORTS 
GOALS & mORE.

NEW



01 BOW005 BOWNET 
FOOTBALL GOAL 5’ X 3’

Bownet’s most popular goal. Great 
for kids, street games, gyms, camps, 
clinics and even practice for teams of 
all ages. 

Bownet Football Goal 5’ x 3’ 
Set up time - 60 seconds 
Weight - 3.62 kg 
Carry bag size - 36” x 8” x 3”  
(95cm x 20.3cm x 7.6 cm) 
£89.00

02 CORNER hINGE

Heavy-duty steel base gives Bownet 
Goals stability and strength.

03 CENTRE hINGE

Bownet centre hinge detail.

04 BOWNET QUICK CLIP

3’ x 5’, 4’x 6’ and 4’ x 8’ Goals use 
Bownet’s Quick Clip™ for safe and 
simple assembly.

05 BOW008 BOWNET 
FOOTBALL GOAL 8’ X 4’ 

Standard size for 3 v 3. 

Bownet Football Goal 8’ x 4’  
Set up time - 80 seconds 
Weight - 7 kg 
Carry bag size - 36” x 8” x 3”  
(127cm x 23cm x 10cm) 
£129.99

06 BOW012 BOWNET 
FOOTBALL GOAL 12’ X 6’

Bownet’s most popular AYSO and 
Recreational League goal. 

Bownet Football Goal 12’ x 6’ 
Set up time - 160 seconds 
Weight - 12 kg 
Roller case size - 50” x 9” x 6”  
(127cm x 22cm x 15cm) 
£249.99

07 BOW016 BOWNET 
FOOTBALL GOAL 16’ X 7’

Bownet Football Goal 16’ x 7’  
Set up time - 165 seconds 
Weight - 15 kg 
Carry bag size - 52” x 11” x 8”  
(124cm x 28cm x 20cm)   
£299.99
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01 BOWBARR BOWNET 
BARRIER NET

Bownet Barrier Net 
Set up time - 165 seconds 
Weight - 15 kg 
Carry bag size - 52” x 11” x 8”  
(124cm x 28cm x 20cm) 
£319.99

02 BOWFUT BOWNET 
FUTSAL GOAL 2m X 3m 

FIFA Official Indoor Game Size  
2m x 3m (6’6” x 9’9”)

Bownet Futsal Goal 2m x 3m  
Set up time - 120 seconds 
Weight - 13 kg 
Roller case size - 50” x 9” x 6”  
(127cm x 28cm x 15cm) 
£249.99

03 BOWFUT BOWNET 
FUTSAL GOAL 2m X 3m

Bownet Futsal Goal 2m x 3m  
Side profile.

04 BOWFAI BOWNET  
FAI GOAL 3m X 1m 

Official FAI outdoor game size  
3m x 1m 

Set up time - 120 seconds 
Weight - 13 kg 
Roller case size - 50” x 9” x 6”  
(127cm x 28cm x 15cm) 
£249.99
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01 FOLd-A-GOALS 
(NOW IN 3 SIzES)

Fold-a-goals (now in 3 sizes) 4’ x 3’, 
3’ x 2.25’ and 4’ x 3.5’.

02 TR527 FOLd-A-GOAL 
3’ X 2.25’

For recreational use. Ideal for use on 
small pitches and small-sided games. 
Comes as a pair and includes carry 
bag.  £44.99 

03 TR525 FOLd-A-GOAL 
4’ X 3’

For recreational use. Ideal for use on 
small pitches and small-sided games. 
Comes as a pair and includes carry 
bag.  £49.99

04 TR524 FOLd-A-GOAL 
4’ X 3.5’

For recreational use. Ideal for use on 
small pitches and small-sided games. 
Comes as a pair and includes carry 
bag.  £59.99
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A special thank you to Prairie Sports 
Village for the use of their facilities. 
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01 TRG001 PORTABLE 
mATCh GOALS 12’ X 6’

For recreational use. Comes with 
coloured locking system and net. 
Includes carry holdall. 12 month 
guarantee.  £169.99

02 TRG003 PORTABLE 
GOAL 5’ X 4’

For recreational use. Comes with 
coloured locking system and net. 
Includes carry holdall.  £89.99 

TRG002 PORTABLE 
GOAL 8’ X 4’ 

(NOT ShOWN) For recreational use. 
Comes with coloured locking system 
and net. Includes carry holdall.  
 £129.99

TRG007 PORTABLE 
GOAL 16’ X 7’

(NOT ShOWN) For recreational use. 
Comes with coloured locking system 
and net. Includes carry holdall.   
£229.99

TRG008 PORTABLE 
GOAL FUTSAL 3m X 2m

(NOT ShOWN) For recreational 
use. Comes with coloured locking 
system and net. Includes carry holdall.  
£189.99

06 JUNIOR GARdEN 
GOALS

TRG206 Junior Garden Goal  
6’ x 4’  £59.99 

TRG208 Junior Garden Goal  
8’ x 6’  £69.99

07 TR526 PRECISION 
TRI GOAL

A fun training accessory for both 
defensive and attacking movements. 
1 v 1, 2 v 2, 3 v 3 etc. Each side 
measures 120 x 80cm. Complete with 
ground pegs, rubber bases, marker 
discs and carry bag. 100% Polyester. 
£69.99

08 POP-UP GOALS

Ideal for small-sided games.  
Easy to assemble and collapse.  
With carry bag and ground pegs.  

TR520 - 180cm x 110cm  £59.99 
TR521 - 110cm x 80cm  £49.99 
TR522 - 80cm x 45cm  £31.99
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01 hEAVY dUTY NETS

A - TR125 24’ x 8’ 4mm net  £129.99

B - TR126 24’ x 8’ 3mm net  £99.99

C - TR128 24’ x 8’ 2.5mm net  £79.99

D - TR129 24’ x 8’ 1.6mm net  £49.99

E - TR130 21’ x 7’ 1.6mm net  £39.99

02 TR127 24’ X 8’ 
3.5mm POLYThENE NET

Colours: white, royal/white,  
black/white, red/white  £99.99

03 TR454 PLASTIC  
NET PEGS

Supplied in a plastic display pack.
Pack of 10 yellow pegs.  £3.99

04 NET CLIPS

Fastclip set of plastic clips for fixing 
goal nets to posts.

FB418 Easy Clips (80 pack) £9.99 
FB417 Net Clips (80 pack) £9.99

05 CG827 NET PEGS

Wire Net Pegs 7” steel pegs, in packs 
of 10  £3.99

06 TR509 hEAVY dUTY  
STEEL NET PEGS

In packs of 20  £14.99

07 TR510 SPARE 
GROUNd ANChOR

Spare Ground Anchor  £1.99

08 TR529 INdOOR 
RUBBER BASES

Heavy weight rubber bases designed 
to keep all indoor goals in place.  
Set of 3, diameter 19cm  £19.99 

09 TRL215 NET  
CARRY BAG

Carries 2 full-size goal nets  £19.99

10 TR427 SANdBAG

Deluxe Sandbag  £9.99

11 TR135 VELCRO NET 
FASTENERS

Velcro Net Fasteners (pack of 24)  
£9.99



01 TR589 hEAVY dUTY 
STIRRUP PUmP
WITh GAUGE

All-in-one pump and gauge. Features 
a spring clip valve lock, rubber air 
hose and a fold down footplate. 
Standard size needle. Display packet. 
£19.99

02 TR551  
STIRRUP PUmP

Quick and easy to use. Features an 
air pressure tank, spring clip valve 
lock, reinforced air hose and a fold 
down footplate. Standard size needle. 
Durable. For club or shop use.  £12.99

03 TR556 hEAVY dUTY 
STIRRUP PUmP

Features a spring clip valve lock, 
rubber air hose and a fold down 
footplate. Standard size needle. 
Display packet.  £14.99

04 TR552 hANd PUmP

Display packet with adaptor.  £2.99

05 TR555 dOUBLE 
ACTION PUmP

Padded split leather belt, 4” deep, 
Precision logo embossed on back.  
£4.99

06 TR750 6”  
hANd PUmP

Standard size needle. Display packet. 
£2.99

07 TR559 ELECTRIC 
COmPRESSOR

Powerful and fast durable motor with 
cut off temperature control switch, 
complete with adaptor.  £79.99

08 TR553 BALL GAUGE

For ball pressure measurement.  
£9.99

09 FB648 NEEdLE 
AdAPTOR

Standard 3mm screw thread. One 
adaptor in clam pack.  £0.99p
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01 TIS PRO 018 
STOPWATCh

Large scale display, date display, 
support 12/24 hour display format, 
chrono data, 1/100 second precision, 
chronograph with split memory, 
daily alarm, hourly chime, LR44 1.5V 
alkaline battery,  
lanyard Included  

TIS018B TIS Pro 018 Stopwatch  
Black  £7.49

TIS018R TIS Pro 018 Stopwatch   
Blue  £7.49

TIS018S TIS Pro 018 Stopwatch   
Red  £7.49

02 TIS025 TIS PRO  
025 WATER-RESISTANT 
STOPWATCh

Large scale display, date display, 
support 12/24 hour display format, 
chrono data, 1/100 second precision 
chronograph with split memory, 
daily alarm, hourly chime, Cr2032 3V 
lithium battery with battery hatch for 
easy replacement, water and shock 
resist construction, lanyard Included.  
£11.99

03 TIS234 TIS PRO 234 
100 LAP STOPWATCh

Ergonomic design & 100 lap memory, 
the PRO 234 is the professional’s 
choice.  £19.99

04 TIS322 TIS PRO 322 
WRIST STOPWATCh

Multi-function, water and shock 
resistant wrist watch. Time function: 
display hour, minute, second, month 
and year. Support 12/24 hour display. 
10 laps split memory. 1/100 second 
precision. Countdown timer. Dual 
alarms. Water and shock resistant 
construction.  £19.99 

05 TIS830 TIS PRO 
830 3d PEdOmETER - 
30dAY mEmORY

The Pro 830 pedometer uses the 
latest 3d sensor. Two rows large 
scale display, 3D sensor for any angle 
movement, 30 days total work out 
memory, support 12/24 hour display 
format, track step, distance and 
calculate calories burned accurately, 
exercise timer, imperial or metric 
system option, Cr2032 3V lithium 
battery.  £17.99
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Plastic holder, holds up to 12 750ml bottles. £44.99 
TRA105 12 Bottle Plastc Tray / Carrier  £13.99

Wire Bottle Carrier with 8 x 750ml bottles (White)  £34.99

Holds 16 bottles (bottles not included). 600 D PVC, two side pockets, two carry 
handles, double zip and velcro closure.  £19.99

Holds up to 8 bottles (bottles not included).  £15.99

TRA100   
12 BOTTLES (BLACK) + CARRIER

TRA101 WIRE BOTTLE CARRIER

WITh 8 X 750mL BOTTLES

TRA120 
WATER BOTTLE CARRY BAG

TRA013 
WIRE BOTTLE CARRIER



01 TR719 ELASTICATEd 
BOTTLE NUmBERS

Elasticated non-slip bottle numbers. 
Will fit any standard water bottle. 
Numbered 1-17 (bottles not included) 
£4.99

02 PRA120  
hYGIENE BOTTLE

Eliminate mouth contact with the 
outlet nozzle, reducing the risk of 
cross contamination.  
Colours: black/red, lime/black  £4.99

03 TR700 (WhITE) 
PRECISION TRAINING 
WATER BOTTLE

White Precision Training Water Bottle 
£2.49

03 TR603 (BLACK) 
PRECISION TRAINING 
WATER BOTTLE

Black Precision Training Water Bottle 
750ml screw top design.  £2.49

04 TR610G / TR610R / 
TR610O WATER BOTTLE

TR610G  Water Bottle Green  £2.49 
TR610R  Water Bottle Blue  £2.49  
TR610O  Water Bottle Orange  £2.49 

05 TR850 10 BOTTLE 
FOLdING CARRIER

Holds up to 10 bottles (bottles not 
included).  £13.99
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The complete planning tool for all coaches on match day. Enter team line-ups, 
pre-match and half-time notes. 20 games per planner.  £14.99 each

A6 Coaches Notepad. The professional planning tool for all football coaches. 
Notes page on one side, football pitch diagram on the other.  £4.99 each

The professional planning tool for all football coaches and scouts. Includes full 
pitch diagram and set play boxes.  £5.99 each

Includes pages on personnel, warm up and warm down, practice grids and 
pages for all training session notes.  £7.99 each

A5 Coaches Notepad. The professional planning tool for all football coaches. 
Notes page on one side, football pitch diagram on the other.  £5.99 each

A5 Coaches Notepad. The professional planning tool for all rugby coaches. 
Notes page on one side, rugby pitch diagram on the other.  £5.99 each

TRA656 
A4 mATCh-dAY PLANNER

TRA604  
A6 COAChES NOTEPAd

 TRA612 
A5 SLImLINE SCOUTS NOTEPAd

TRA622 
A4 SESSION PLANNER

TRA613 
A5 COAChES NOTEPAd

TRA614 
A5 COAChES NOTEPAd - RUGBY



01 TR811 PRO SOCCER 
COAChES
TACTIC FOLdER 
(mAGNETIC A4)

Magnetic full pitch on one side, 
clipboard with 20 x planning sheets 
on the other. Ideal for use on the 
pitch side or dressing room. Includes 
dry-wipe marker pen with foam 
eraser and magnet to cap, 27 x 1cm 
numbered magnets and blue biro.  
£24.99

02 TR813 PRO FOLdING 
TACTIC BOARd

90cm x 120cm folding board. Ideal 
for use in dressing room. Features a 
full pitch on one side and set-play and 
full pitch on reverse. With carry bag.  
£149.99

03 TR809 PRO  
dOUBLE-SIdEd TACTIC 
BOARd

Magnetic. 30cm x 45cm Full pitch on 
one side, set play half pitch on the 
other. Bump-proof rubber corners. 
Hanging hooks. Ideal for use on the 
pitch side or dressing room. Includes 
2 x dry-wipe marker pens, 27 x 2cm 
magnets, foam eraser and carry bag. 
£34.99

04 TR812 REVERSIBLE 
SOCCER COACh CLIP 
BOARd (mAGNETIC A4)

Pro soccer coaches double-sided 
Magnetic Clipboard. Full pitch on one 
side, set play half pitch on the other. 
Includes dry-wipe marker pen and  
27 x 1cm magnets.  £19.99

05 TR808 PRO  
dOUBLE-SIdEd  
TACTIC BOARd

(Magnetic 60cm x 90cm). Full pitch 
on one side, set play half pitch on the 
other. Bump-proof rubber corners. 
Hanging hooks. Ideal for use in the 
dressing room. Includes 2 x dry-wipe 
marker pens, 27 x 3cm magnets, 
foam eraser and carry bag.  £79.99
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01 RUGBY UNION  
PLAIN ALLOY STUdS

RG874  21mm  £5.99
RGS017  18mm  £5.99
RGS014  15mm  £5.99

02 FB852 SUPER PRO 
STUdS

Screw-in alloy tipped studs.  
Six short, four long.  £3.99

03 FB844 PREmIER  
PRO STUdS 

Screw-in metal studs. Eight short,  
four long.  £3.99

04 FB859 ALLOY STUdS

Screw-in alloy studs. Eight short, 
four long.  £5.99

05 FB862 NYLON STUdS

Nylon safety screw-in studs.  
Eight short, four long.  £3.99

06 FB879 LEAGUE PRO 
STUdS

Screw-in metal tipped stud set. 
Eight short, four long.  £3.99

07 FB860 ULTRA FLAT 
RUBBER STUdS

Rubber screw-in rubber studs. 
Set of 12 x 10mm.  £3.99

08 FB805 mATCh PRO 
STUdS

Screw-in alloy tip two-piece stud.  
Eight short, four long.  £4.99

09 FB499  
PLASTIC WhISTLE

Plastic whistle with lanyard.  £1.99

10 FB500  
mETAL WhISTLE

Metal whistle with lanyard.
£1.99
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11 FB503  
PLASTIC WhISTLE

Plastic whistle.  £1.49

12 FB867 KEY 
SPANNER

Key Spanner  £1.49

13 FB868 STUd 
SPANNER

Stud Spanner  £1.49

14 FLAT LACES

Colours: black, white 
FB050 100cm  £1.50 
FB051 140cm  £1.50 
FB052 180cm  £1.50

15 OVAL LACES

Colours: black, white 
FB060 100cm  £1.50 
FB061 140cm  £1.50 
FB062 180cm  £1.50

16 FB648 STANdARd

Needle Adaptor  £0.99p

17 FB647 ThIN NEEdLE

Thin Needle Adaptor  £0.99p

18 BIG ‘C’ CAPTAIN 
ARmBANd

Colours: red/white, yellow/black, 
black/white*. *Black/white has black 
reverse for use as a black armband.

TR40 Snr  £1.99 
TR41 Jnr  £1.99

19 CAPTAIN ARmBANd

Colours: black, blue, green, red.

TR691 Snr  £1.99 
TR692 Jnr  £1.99

20 FB505 hANd 
WhISTLE

Hand whistle.  £5.00

01 02 03 04

05 06 07 08

09 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20



mEdICAL
Precision Training offers a full medical range for treatment,  

prevention and cure. We have a full range of bottles, medical bags  
and a sports injury clinic section.

PRECISION



01 TRm104 400mL ICE 
COLd SKIN COOLANT

This convenient spray provides an 
instant cooling effect. Can help 
reduce the sensations of burns, 
sprains, cramp and inflammation. 
£7.99

01 TRm103 150mL  £3.99

02 TRm101 INSTANT  
ICE PACK X 20

Single use disposable pack. Ideal for 
soft tissue injuries, sprains, strains, 
bumps and bruises. Quickly relieves 
pain and reduces swelling.  £29.99

03 TRm102  REUSABLE 
hOT/COLd PACK

Non-toxic environmentally friendly 
gel. Controls swelling and relieves 
pain. Stays hot/cold for hours. 
Remains flexible even at low 
temperatures. Includes removable 
cover.  £5.99 

04 TRm100  JET SPRAY 
BOTTLE 500mL

Plastic. 2 spray settings: single jet  
and wide spray. Nozzle can also be 
turned off.  £2.99

05 TRm107 zINC OXIdE 
STRAPPING TAPE

38mm 10 metres.  £4.99

05 TRm108 zINC OXIdE 
STRAPPING TAPE

25mm 10 metres.  £3.49

06 TR708  BALANCE 
BOARd

Train your way back to full fitness and 
integrate balance into every aspect of 
sports performance or rehabilitation. 
£9.99
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01 TRm260 mEdI  
RUN - ON BAG BLACK

Complete with Kit A + spray bottle. 
Excellent value run-on bag, ideal for 
any standard of club. Comes with full 
F.A-compliant PT first aid kit.  £49.99

02 PRm270 ASTRO 
TURF mEdI BAG BLACK

Complete with astro turf refill kit  
plus spray bottle. £54.99 

03 TRm262 mEdI 
TOUChLINE BAG 
BLACK

Excellent bag which comes complete 
with Kit C. Includes jetspray bottle.  
£29.99 

04 TRm264 mEdI GRAB 
BAG BLACK

Complete with Kit C. Excellent starter 
bag which will complement our larger 
bags. Comes complete with small 
starter first aid kit.  £15.99

05 TRm263 JUNIOR 
mEdI BAG BLACK

Complete with Kit C + spray bottle. 
Excellent junior bag which will 
complement our larger bags. Comes 
complete with small starter first aid 
kit.  £24.99

06 TRm265   
TEAm mEdI BAG 

(Without content).  £16.99 

07 TR1540   
REFILL KIT A  

(Includes TRM100 bottle).  £29.99

08 TR1542   
REFILL KIT C  £12.99

09 PRm275 ASTRO 
TURF RE-FILL KIT 

(Contents only) as shown in image 2.  
£39.99
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LuGGAGE
No matter what your requirement, Precision Training 

has a bag to fit your needs. Manufactured to last, these 
rugged bags look and feel great. For heavy applications 

our trolley bags are ideal.

PRECISION



01 TRL201 TEAm 
TRAVEL TROLLEY BAG

600 x 300D PVC. Extra large 
heavy-duty wheeled team kit bag. 
Horseshoe zip enclosure,  
adjustable carry handles and 
reinforced sled base.  
Colours: black / silver 
Size: 97 x 47 x 57cm  £49.99

02 TRL206 SENIOR 
PLAYER’S BAG

600 x 300D PVC. Conventional 
zip closure and additional zipped 
pocket to front. Adjustable shoulder 
strap with embroidery and padding.
Reinforced bottom compartment.
Colours: black / silver, navy / silver 
Size: 49 x 29 x 47cm  £29.99

03 TRL207 JUNIOR 
PLAYER’S BAG

600 x 300D PVC. Conventional 
zip closure and additional zipped 
pocket to front. Adjustable shoulder 
strap with embroidery and padding. 
Reinforced bottom compartment, 
Colours: black / silver, navy / silver 
Size: 39 x 24 x 40cm  £24.99 

04 TRL202 TEAm 
TROLLEY BAG

600 x 300D PVC. Large heavy-duty 
wheeled team kit bag. Horseshoe 
zip enclosure, carry handles and 
reinforced sled base. 
Colours: black / silver 
Size: 77 x 33 x 36cm  £34.99

05 TRL209 ShOE BAG

600 x 300D PVC. Double zip opening.
One compartment. Carry handle 
Colours: black / silver, navy / silver 
Size: 34  x 19 x 15cm  £6.99

06 TRL210 BACKPACK

600 x 300D PVC. Zip closure,  
2 additional zipped front pockets.  
1 zipped side pocket and 1 mesh side 
pocket. Carry handle.  
Colours: black / silver, navy / silver, 
black / red, black / royal 
Size: 46 x 32  x 17cm  £12.99
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01 TRL105 ThREE BALL 
mATChBALL TUBE

3-ball matchball carry tube.  £9.99

02 TRL106 BALL TUBE

Nylon mesh and PU ball sack. Holds 
up to five fully inflated size 5 balls 
with shoulder strap and drawcord 
enclosure. Colours: black  / silver  
£9.99 

03 TR154 10 BALL 
mESh SACK

Nylon mesh sack with drawcord 
closure. Holds 10 fully inflated  
size 5 balls.  £4.99

04 TRL211  
12 BALL SACK

The ultimate in ball carriers. This 
nylon mesh and PU ball sack holds up 
to 10 fully inflated size 5 balls.  
Colours: black / silver  £12.99

05 TRL212  
20 BALL SACK

The ultimate in ball carriers. This 
nylon mesh and PU ball sack holds up 
to 20 fully inflated size 5 balls. 
Colours: black  / silver  £19.99

03

01

04
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01 TRL208 TRAVEL BAG

600 x 300D PVC. Horseshoe zip 
closure and additional zipped pocket 
to front. Padded carry handles 
and adjustable shoulder strap with 
embroidery and padding. Base has 
four stud feet. Colours: black / silver, 
black / red / silver, 
black / royal / silver, navy / silver. 
Size: 55 x 27 x 26cm  £15.99

02 TRL203  
TEAm KIT BAG

600 x 300D PVC. Heavy-duty team kit 
bag with four stud feet. Horseshoe zip 
closure and padded carry handles. 
Additional zipped pocket to front and 
side mesh pocket. 
Colours: black / silver, navy / silver.
Size: 79 x 34 x 38cm  £18.99

03 TRL204 BUdGET 
TEAm KIT BAG

600 x 300D PVC. Team kit bag with 
reinforced base with four stud feet.  
Zip closure and two carry handles.
Colours: black Size: 74 x 30 x 40cm  
£12.99

04 TR151 12 BALL 
CARRY NET

Nylon ball carry nets.  £3.99 

05 TR507 BIB CARRY 
/ WASh NET

Bib carry / wash net 
(Bibs not included).  £4.99
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1TEAmKIT

Precision’s range of Ultimate Training garments is purposely designed to withstand 
the toughest of training conditions. Our windbreakers, training tops and tracksuits use 

technically advanced fabrics to keep extremes of temperature and weather at bay, 
allowing you to concentrate on the most important thing: the game. As you’d expect of 
Precision, quality is of the highest standards, with garments maintaining their shape, 

resilience and style, wash after wash.

PRECISION





ATLETICO
TEAmKIT

The perfect partner for Precision’s Real short. Atletico is designed for unrestricted 
movement, with cut-and-sewn panelled construction and tape-banded sides.  
We offer seven contrasting two-tone colourways, guaranteeing your team an  

eye-catching and professional presence.  
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Atletico features a durable construction of cut-and- 
sewn panels, with banded side cuts providing extra 
strength where it’s needed most. Ribbed detailing to 
the stylish V-neckline and cuffs is tough enough to 
withstand the roughest of matches. 

To complete your Atletico strip, we recommend pairing with 
Real shorts (see page 116) and coordinating socks from our 
comprehensive range (see pages 120 – 123). 

ATLETICO  
ShIRT

Cut-and-sewn body construction. Made from 100% soft-touch polyester. Ribbed polyester detailing to collar and cuffs.  
Stylish V-neckline. Side cuts banded with tape for extra strength. Complementary to the PRC195 Real short.

26-28, 30-32  £12.99   34-36, 38-40, 42-44  £14.99

PRC190 
ATLETICO SOCCER ShIRT

ANFIELd REd / BLACK
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Cut-and-sewn body construction. Made from  
100% soft-touch polyester. Ribbed polyester 
detailing to collar and cuffs. Stylish V-neckline.  
Complementary to the PRC195 Real short.

Cut-and-sewn body construction. Made from  
100% soft-touch polyester. Ribbed polyester 
detailing to collar and cuffs. Stylish V-neckline.  
Complementary to the PRC195 Real short.

Cut-and-sewn body construction. Made from  
100% soft-touch polyester. Ribbed polyester 
detailing to collar and cuffs. Stylish V-neckline.  
Complementary to the PRC195 Real short.

Cut-and-sewn body construction. Made from  
100% soft-touch polyester. Ribbed polyester 
detailing to collar and cuffs. Stylish V-neckline.  
Complementary to the PRC195 Real short.

Cut-and-sewn body construction. Made from  
100% soft-touch polyester. Ribbed polyester 
detailing to collar and cuffs. Stylish V-neckline.  
Complementary to the PRC195 Real short.

Cut-and-sewn body construction. Made from  
100% soft-touch polyester. Ribbed polyester 
detailing to collar and cuffs. Stylish V-neckline.  
Complementary to the PRC195 Real short.

PRC190 
ATLETICO SOCCER ShIRT

YELLOW / ROYAL

PRC190 
ATLETICO SOCCER ShIRT

SKY / REd

PRC190 
ATLETICO SOCCER ShIRT

GREEN / WhITE

PRC190 
ATLETICO SOCCER ShIRT

TANGERINE / BLACK

PRC190 
ATLETICO SOCCER ShIRT

ROYAL / WhITE

PRC190 
ATLETICO SOCCER ShIRT

YELLOW / BLACK
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7VALENCIA

TEAmKIT

The Valencia strip has proven exceedingly popular since joining Precision’s  
line-up five seasons ago. Players love its comfort; micro mesh ventilated side 

panels; and eye-catching design, while clubs value its long-lasting durability, with 
features like ribbed polyester detailing to the cuffs and neckline. 

Six colourways are available, with striped panels and piped detailing highlighted 
against a solid colour background.



An eye-catching cut-and-sewn shirt design, 
guaranteed to make your team stand out against 
the opposition. The shirt is constructed from 100% 
micro polyester, with micro-mesh side and arm 
panels providing welcome ventilation on the field of 
play. Side cuts reinforced with tape banding provide 
heightened durability where it’s needed most. 

We recommend completing your Valencia kit with our 
Mestella short design (see page 117) and socks from our 
comprehensive selection on pages 120 – 123. 

VALENCIA  
ShIRT

Micro polyester construction with micro-mesh ventilation panels to the sides and arms. Stylish V-neck / V-curve collar line.  
Ribbed polyester cuffs and tape-banded side cuts for extra strength. Complementary to the PRC160 Mestella short.

26-28, 30-32 £17.99   34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48 £19.99

PRC150 
VALENCIA SOCCER ShIRT

BLACK / AzURE



Micro polyester construction with micro-mesh 
ventilation panels to the sides and arms. Stylish 
V-neck / V-curve collar line. Ribbed polyester cuffs. 
Complementary to the PRC160 Mestella short.

Micro polyester construction with micro-mesh 
ventilation panels to the sides and arms. Stylish 
V-neck / V-curve collar line. Ribbed polyester cuffs. 
Complementary to the PRC160 Mestella short.

Micro polyester construction with micro-mesh 
ventilation panels to the sides and arms. Stylish 
V-neck / V-curve collar line. Ribbed polyester cuffs. 
Complementary to the PRC160 Mestella short.

Micro polyester construction with micro-mesh 
ventilation panels to the sides and arms. Stylish 
V-neck / V-curve collar line. Ribbed polyester cuffs. 
Complementary to the PRC160 Mestella short.

Micro polyester construction with micro-mesh 
ventilation panels to the sides and arms. Stylish 
V-neck / V-curve collar line. Ribbed polyester cuffs. 
Complementary to the PRC160 Mestella short.

Above: shirt numbers and sponsors logos available 
on all Precision shirts. Ask your stockist for details.

PRC150 
VALENCIA SOCCER ShIRT

BLACK / REd

PRC150 
VALENCIA SOCCER ShIRT

ROYAL / WhITE

PRC150 
VALENCIA SOCCER ShIRT

BLACK / WhITE

PRC150 
VALENCIA SOCCER ShIRT

NAVY / REd

PRC150 
VALENCIA SOCCER ShIRT

REd / WhITE

PRC150 
VALENCIA SOCCER ShIRT

ShIRT NUmBERS & SPONSOR LOGOS
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01LyON

TEAmKIT

Precision’s Lyon shirt and short set is designed for maximum comfort and freedom 
of movement, making it ideal for training sessions and five-a-side matches. 

Made from 100% soft-touch polyester and featuring a stylish crew neck, it pairs 
modern materials with classic design; the best of both worlds. Choose from a range 

of four colourways, each complemented by subtle stitched detailing. 



A short-sleeved shirt design; perfect for the 
training ground; practice matches and five-a-side 
games. Lyon features a classic crew neck design, 
strengthened with ribbed polyester detailing.  
The body is made from 100% soft-touch polyester 
fabric, offering comfort, durability and long-lasting 
good looks.

Lyon is sold as a set, including a shirt and coordinating 
shorts. To complete your Lyon strip, choose from our 
comprehensive range of socks on pages 120 – 123.

LYON  
ShIRT & ShORT SET

Made from durable 100% soft-touch polyester. Stylish crew neck design with ribbed polyester detailing.  
Overlock stripe stitched detailing to shoulders, continued in short design.   

Shirt 26-28 / Short 22-24  £10.99  Shirt 30-32 / Short 26-28  £10.99 
Shirt 34-36 / Short 30-32  £12.99  Shirt 38-40 / Short 34-36  £12.99  Shirt 42-44 / Short 38-40  £12.99  Shirt 46-48 / Short 42-44  £12.99

PRC180 
LYON SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

BLACK / WhITE



Above: Overlock stripe stitched detailing to 
shoulders, continued in short design.  
Precision logo printed on the upper back of the shirt 
in silver to finish off the look.

Above: Overlock stripe stitched detailing to 
shoulders, continued in short design.  
Precision logo printed on the upper back of the 
shirt in silver to finish off the look.

Above: Overlock stripe stitched detailing to 
shoulders, continued in short design.  
Precision logo printed on the upper back of the shirt 
in silver to finish off the look.
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Made from durable 100% soft-touch polyester. 
Stylish crew neck design with ribbed polyester 
detailing. Overlock stripe stitched detailing to 
shoulders, continued in short design.  
Shirt & short set from £10.99 

Made from durable 100% soft-touch polyester. 
Stylish crew neck design with ribbed polyester 
detailing. Overlock stripe stitched detailing to 
shoulders, continued in short design.  
Shirt & short set from £10.99 

Made from durable 100% soft-touch polyester. 
Stylish crew neck design with ribbed polyester 
detailing. Overlock stripe stitched detailing to 
shoulders, continued in short design.  
Shirt & short set from £10.99  

PRC180 
LYON SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

ROYAL / WhITE

PRC180 
LYON SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

REd / BLACK

PRC180 
LYON SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

NAVY / WhITE
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05mARSEILLE

TEAmKIT

Precision’s Marseille shirt and short set brings pro-level materials and design within 
reach of grassroots clubs. Ribbed polyester cuff and neckline detailing typify the 

style and durability of this strip, ensuring your team look and feel great, match after 
match. Seven popular colourways are available, each featuring overlock striped 

highlights to the shirt; echoed in the short design. 



A stylish two-part set, featuring a long-sleeved 
V-necked shirt and coordinating shorts.  
100% soft-touch polyester fabric is used for 
the shirt body and shorts, with ribbed polyester 
detailing to the neckline and cuffs, for added 
comfort and durability. An overlock contrasting 
stripe design to the shoulders is continued with 
side-stripes to the shorts. 

Select the perfect complementary sock design to  
your Marseille strip from our comprehensive range  
on pages 120 – 123. 

mARSEILLE  
ShIRT & ShORT SET

100% soft-touch polyester to shirt body and shorts. Stylish V-neckline with ribbed polyester detailing.  
Overlock stripe stitched detailing to shoulders, continued in short design.    

Shirt 26-28 / Short 22-24  £12.99  Shirt 30-32 / Short 26-28  £12.99 
Shirt 34-36 / Short 30-32  £14.99  Shirt 38-40 / Short 34-36  £14.99  Shirt 42-44 / Short 38-40  £14.99  Shirt 46-48 / Short 42-44  £14.99

PRC170 mARSEILLE  
SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

TANGERINE / BLACK



100% soft-touch polyester to shirt body and shorts. 
Stylish V-neckline with ribbed polyester detailing. 
Overlock stripe stitched detailing to shoulders, 
continued in short. Shirt & short set from £12.99 

100% soft-touch polyester to shirt body and shorts. 
Stylish V-neckline with ribbed polyester detailing. 
Overlock stripe stitched detailing to shoulders, 
continued in short. Shirt & short set from £12.99

100% soft-touch polyester to shirt body and shorts. 
Stylish V-neckline with ribbed polyester detailing. 
Overlock stripe stitched detailing to shoulders, 
continued in short. Shirt & short set from £12.99

100% soft-touch polyester to shirt body and shorts. 
Stylish V-neckline with ribbed polyester detailing. 
Overlock stripe stitched detailing to shoulders, 
continued in short. Shirt & short set from £12.99

100% soft-touch polyester to shirt body and shorts. 
Stylish V-neckline with ribbed polyester detailing. 
Overlock stripe stitched detailing to shoulders, 
continued in short. Shirt & short set from £12.99 

100% soft-touch polyester to shirt body and shorts. 
Stylish V-neckline with ribbed polyester detailing. 
Overlock stripe stitched detailing to shoulders, 
continued in short. Shirt & short set from £12.99

PRC170 mARSEILLE  
SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

SKY / NAVY

PRC170 mARSEILLE  
SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

YELLOW / ROYAL

PRC170 mARSEILLE  
SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

ROYAL / WhITE

PRC170 mARSEILLE  
SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

NAVY / REd

PRC170 mARSEILLE  
SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

NAVY / FLUO YELLOW

PRC170 mARSEILLE  
SOCCER ShIRT & ShORT

REd / WhITE
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09bERNAbEu 2

TEAmKIT

With a total of 13 different colourways to choose from, the Bernabeu 2 strip  
is one of the most flexible in Precision’s range. 

100% polyester is used throughout, with durable ribbed detailing to the cuff, and 
a stylish V-neck curve collar – made from the body fabric to maximise comfort. 

Contrasting wedges of colour, starting at the shoulder, serve to give Bernabeu 2 its 
distinctive and consistently popular style. 



A stylish long-sleeved shirt, with a modern 
V-neckline and micro-mesh V-curve detailing.  
100% soft-touch polyester fabric is used for the  
cut-and-sewn body construction, with ribbed 
polyester adding extra strength in the cuff. 

Precision’s Madrid short design pairs perfectly with the 
Bernabeu 2 shirt – see page 117 for details. Complete your 
strip with socks from our comprehensive selection on 
pages 120 – 123.

BERNABEU 2 
ShIRT

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

NAVY / SKY / SILVER

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed polyester detailing to cuff,  
adding extra strength. Cut-and-sewn construction.  Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

26-28, 30-32  £9.99   
34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48, 50-52  £11.99



100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

dUTCh ORANGE / WhITE / WhITE

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

GREEN / WhITE / BLACK

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

ROYAL / YELLOW / YELLOW

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

WhITE / NAVY / REd

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

REd / BLACK / SILVER

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

mAROON / SKY / WhITE
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100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

ANFIELd REd / WhITE / WhITE

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

PURPLE / BLACK / SILVER

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

ROYAL / WhITE / SILVER

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

YELLOW / ROYAL / WhITE

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

WhITE / BLACK / SILVER

TR20 
BERNABEU 2 SOCCER ShIRT

SKY / NAVY / NAVY

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.

100% soft-touch polyester body material. Stylish 
V-neck collar with micro-mesh V-curve. Ribbed 
polyester detailing to cuff, adding extra strength.   
Complementary to the TR14 Madrid short.
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Precision Fit garments are tight-fitting to  
prevent excessive muscle movement, minimising  
the amount of energy wasted during exercise.  
Ideal for cold-weather sports, they wick sweat  
away from the body while retaining warmth.

Quality design and a high standard of production mean  
that chafing and discomfort is entirely avoided through  
the use of soft fabric and cover-stitched seams.

PRECISION FIT  
BASE LAYER

PRB002
BASE LAYER LEGGINGS

BLACK | NAVY

PRB005
BASE LAYER ShORTS 

BLACK | NAVY

Precision Fit Base Layer leggings. Polyester 90%, Elastane 10%. Tight-fitting to 
prevent excessive muscle movement, minimising the amount of energy wasted 
during exercise. Ideal for cold-weather sports, they wick sweat away from the 
body while retaining warmth. Inside garment brushed. Precision Fit leggings 
are available in two colours: Black and navy.

Sizes: SB, MB, LB, XS, S, M, L, XL  £19.99

Precision Fit Base Layer shorts. Polyester 90%, Elastane 10%. Tight-fitting to 
prevent excessive muscle movement, minimising the amount of energy wasted 
during exercise. Ideal for cold-weather sports, they wick sweat away from the 
body while retaining warmth. Inside garment brushed. Precision Fit shorts are 
available in two colours: Black and navy.

Sizes: SB, MB, LB, XS, S, M, L, XL  £14.99

NEW
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Base Layer long sleeve crew neck. Polyester 90%, 
Elastane 10%. Inside garment brushed. Precision 
Fit garments are available in the following sizes:  
SB, MB, LB, XS, S, M, L, XL  £19.99

Base Layer long sleeve crew neck. Polyester 90%, 
Elastane 10%. Inside garment brushed. Precision 
Fit garments are available in the following sizes:  
SB, MB, LB, XS, S, M, L, XL  £19.99

Base Layer long sleeve crew neck. Polyester 90%, 
Elastane 10%. Inside garment brushed. Precision 
Fit garments are available in the following sizes: 
SB, MB, LB, XS, S, M, L, XL  £19.99

Base Layer long sleeve crew neck. Polyester 90%, 
Elastane 10%. Inside garment brushed. Precision 
Fit garments are available in the following sizes: 
SB, MB, LB, XS, S, M, L, XL  £19.99

Base Layer long sleeve crew neck. Polyester 90%, 
Elastane 10%. Inside garment brushed. Precision Fit 
garments are available in the following sizes:  
SB, MB, LB, XS, S, M, L, XL  £19.99

Base Layer long sleeve crew neck. Polyester 90%, 
Elastane 10%. Inside garment brushed. Precision Fit 
garments are available in the following sizes:  
SB, MB, LB, XS, S, M, L, XL  £19.99

PRB033 BASE LAYER  
LONG SLEEVE CREW NECK

GREY

PRB033 BASE LAYER  
LONG SLEEVE CREW NECK

WhITE

PRB033 BASE LAYER  
LONG SLEEVE CREW NECK

NAVY

PRB033 BASE LAYER  
LONG SLEEVE CREW NECK

BLACK

PRB033 BASE LAYER  
LONG SLEEVE CREW NECK

REd

PRB033 BASE LAYER  
LONG SLEEVE CREW NECK

ROYAL



Precision’s shorts range includes a vast array 
of designs and colour combinations, tailored to 
perfectly complement our shirts and socks. Select 
from branded or unbranded variants, with or without 
stripes and other detailing, and crafted from 100% 
soft-touch polyester for durability and comfort. 

For extra support, we offer a Lycra short – suitable for 
multiple sports – in colours to subtly blend with the rest  
of your kit. 

ShORTS  
TEAmKIT

  
100% soft-touch polyester. Elasticated waistband with drawcord. Precision logo. 

Colours: black/anfield red, black/yellow, black/tangerine, green/white,  
royal/white, royal/yellow, sky/maroon. 

Sizes: 22-24, 26-28  £6.50   30-32, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44  £7.99

PRC195 
REAL ShORT

COmPLEmENTARY TO ThE ATLETICO ShIRT



  
100% soft-touch polyester sports fabric. Elasticated waistband with drawcord. Precision logo. 

Colours: black/white, black/red, black/azure, navy/red, royal/white. 
Sizes: 22-24, 26-28  £6.50     

30-32, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44  £7.99

 
100% soft-touch polyester sports fabric. Elasticated waistband with drawcord. Precision logo. 

Colours: black, white, red, Anfield red, navy, royal, sky. 
Sizes: 22-24, 26-28  £4.50     

30-32, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44  £5.50

PRC160 
mESTELLA ShORT

COmPLEmENTARY TO ThE VALENCIA ShIRT 

 

PRC14 
mAdRId ShORT

COmPLEmENTARY TO ThE BERNABEU 2  ShIRT 
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Micro-striped short (unbranded)  
100% soft-touch polyester short with tie-cord waist.  

Colours: black, white, red, maroon, emerald, navy, royal, sky. 
Sizes: 18-20, 22-24, 26-28  £3.99 
30-32, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44  £4.99

Striped Continental short (unbranded)    
100% soft-touch polyester longer length short. Self stripe and tie-cord waist.  

Colours: black, white, red, maroon, emerald, navy, royal, sky. 
Sizes: 18-20, 22-24, 26-28  £3.99 
30-32, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44  £4.99

017 
mICRO STRIPEd ShORT   

007 
STRIPEd CONTINENTAL ShORT   



Attack short (unbranded)  
100% soft-touch polyester sports fabric short. Elasticated waistband with drawcord.  

Colours: black, white, navy, royal. 
Sizes: 18-20, 22-24, 26-28, 30-32, 34-36,  

38-40, 42-44  £4.99

Multisport support short 
Made from a soft, comfortable Lycra  

TR097 Short (black), TR098 Short (navy), TR099 Short (white), TR095 Short (red), TR096 Short (royal) 
Sizes: 22-24, 26-28, 30-32, 34-36, 

38-40, 42-44   £8.99

PRC24 
ATTACK ShORT

mULTISPORT  
SUPPORT ShORT 
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Contoured ankle to 
aid support and fit

Wraparound ventilation 
allows feet to breath

Maximum  
toe protection

Ultimate  
technology  
heel pad

Precision’s Pro sock range comprises 46 styles in 
plain, three-striped and hooped designs. Their 60% 
nylon / 40% cotton mix provides breathability and 
durability, supplemented with heel padding and toe 
protection for heightened comfort.   

For socks that combine style and support, look no further.

SOCKS 
PRO

Plain Pro socks 60% nylon / 40% cotton. 
Contoured to aid support and fit • Wrap-around ventilation allows feet to breathe • 

Maximum toe protection • Ultimate technology heel pad.  
Colours: black, white, red, maroon, yellow, green, navy, royal, sky. 

Sizes: infants, boys, youths, mens  £5.99 

708  
PLAIN PRO SOCKS

SOCK SIzE ChART

- INFANTS BOYS YOUTHS MENS

UK 8 - 11 12 - 2 3 - 6 7 - 11

EU 26 - 29 30 - 35 36 - 40 41 - 46
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Three-stripe Pro sock 60% nylon 40% cotton. Contoured to aid support and fit  
• Wrap-around ventilation allows feet to breathe • Maximum toe protection • Ultimate technology heel pad.   

Colours: black/white, black/red, black/gold, white/royal, red/white, red/yellow, red/green, maroon/white, maroon/sky, yellow/green, 
yellow/royal, green/white, green/gold, navy/white, navy/sky, royal/white, royal/red, royal/gold, sky/maroon, sky/navy.  

Sizes: boys, youths, mens  £5.99

Contrast hoop Pro sock 60% nylon 40% cotton. 1-1¼” hoops. Contoured to aid support and fit  
• Wrap-around ventilation allows feet to breathe • Maximum toe protection • Ultimate technology heel pad.   

Colours: black/white, black/red, black/amber, white/maroon, red/black, red/white, maroon/amber, maroon/sky, gold/black,  
green/white, green/gold, navy/white, navy/red, navy/sky, royal/white, royal/yellow, royal/gold.  

Sizes: boys, youths, mens  £5.99

709  
ThREE-STRIPE PRO SOCK 

710 
CONTRAST hOOP PRO SOCK 



Complete your team strip with socks from 
Precision’s Club collection. We offer 41 different 
styles across our plain, three-striped and hooped 
designs – all made from 100% stretch nylon to 
withstand the rigours of matchplay, and maintain 
their shape and elasticity; wash after wash. 

For socks that combine style and support, look no further. 

SOCKS 
CLUB

Plain Club sock 100% stretch nylon.  
Colours: black, white, red, maroon, yellow, amber, green, bottle, navy, royal, sky.  

Sizes: boys, youths, mens  £4.49 

701 
PLAIN CLUB SOCK

PRA100  
SOCK TAPE

PRA100 Sock tape 
Keeps socks up and shin guards in place. Non-marking adhesive. 

Colours: black, white, red, maroon, yellow, orange, green, navy, royal, sky. 
33 metres per roll.  £1.99
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Three-stripe Club socks. Club weight, 100% stretch nylon, 3 hoops. 
Colours: black/white, black/red, white/red, white/royal, red/white, maroon/sky, yellow/green, 
yellow/royal, green/white, navy/white, navy/sky, royal/white, sky/white, sky/maroon, sky/navy. 

Sizes: boys, youths, mens  £4.49

Contrast hoop Club sock. Club weight, 100% stretch nylon, 11⁄2” hoops. 
Colours: black/white, black/red, black/amber, white/maroon, red/white, maroon/amber, maroon/ sky, 

green/white, bottle/sky, navy/white, navy/red, navy/sky, royal/white, royal/yellow, royal/amber.  
Please note: images show boys’ size. Both large boys’ and men’s have more stripes.  

Sizes: boys, youths, mens  £4.49

704  
ThREE-STRIPE CLUB SOCK 

705 
CONTRAST hOOP CLUB SOCKS 



Precision bibs are a great way to differentiate 
between teams on the training ground without 
dirtying or potentially damaging your match shirts. 
made from 100% polyester mesh, they are light 
and airy; keeping you cool and allowing unhindered 
freedom of movement. Solid colour, striped and 
reversible styles are available, all finished with  
a contrasting trim.

We also offer a tough, purpose-made carry bag to store and 
transport bibs between home, training ground and laundry.

BIBS 
mESh

Mesh bib.  
100% polyester. Black trim. 

Sizes: 26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £2.99

356 
mESh BIB

PINK



100% polyester. Black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £2.99

100% polyester. Green trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £2.99

100% polyester. Black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £2.99

100% polyester. Black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £2.99

100% polyester. Black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £2.99

100% polyester. Black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £2.99

100% polyester. Black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £2.99

100% polyester. Black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £2.99

356 
mESh BIB

GREEN

356 
mESh BIB

BLACK

356 
mESh BIB

REd

356 
mESh BIB

ORANGE

356 
mESh BIB

SKY

356 
mESh BIB

BLUE

356 
mESh BIB

WhITE

356 
mESh BIB

FLUO YELLOW
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For yet more style on the training ground,  
look no further than our striped bib range.  
Emblazoned with the Precision logo, and 
featuring bold and sheer stripes of colour, 
these bibs retain the freedom of movement and 
ventilation of our solid-coloured variants with a 
more sophisticated design – perfect for emulating 
professional players at practice.

BIBS 
STRIPEd mESh

Striped mesh bib.  
100% polyester. All with black trim, and features the Precision logo to front.

Sizes: 26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £1.99

PRB1 
STRIPEd mESh BIBS

BLUE



100% polyester. Precision logo to 
front, and black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £1.99

100% polyester. Precision logo to 
front, and black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £1.99

100% polyester. Precision logo to 
front, and black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £1.99

100% polyester. Precision logo to 
front, and black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £1.99

100% polyester. Precision logo to 
front, and black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £1.99

100% polyester. Precision logo to 
front, and black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £1.99

100% polyester. Precision logo to 
front, and black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £1.99

100% polyester. Precision logo to 
front, and black trim. Sizes:  
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £1.99

PRB1 
STRIPEd mESh BIBS

FLUO PINK

PRB1 
STRIPEd mESh BIBS

FLUO YELLOW

PRB1 
STRIPEd mESh BIBS

FLUO ORANGE

PRB1 
STRIPEd mESh BIBS

GREEN

PRB1 
STRIPEd mESh BIBS

SKY

PRB1 
STRIPEd mESh BIBS

REd

PRB1 
STRIPEd mESh BIBS

BLACK

PRB1 
STRIPEd mESh BIBS

WhITE
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01 PRB2 PRECISION 
PRO TRAINING BIBS

Shorter length, pro-style mesh 
training bib with black trim,  
100% polyester.  
Colours: fluo orange, fluo yellow, 
green and royal.

Sizes:  
PRB226 26-28  £2.50 
PRB234 34-36  £2.50  
PRB242 42-44  £2.50  
PRB248 48-50  £2.50

02 TR507 mESh BIBS 
CARRY BAG

Mesh drawstring bag, ideal for 
transporting bibs to and from training 
sessions. Also suitable as a wash 
bag. Mesh fabric allows maximum 
breathability. Will hold approximately 
75 bibs. Colour: white.  £4.99

03 PRB5 REVERSIBLE 
mESh BIB

100% polyester reversible mesh 
bib with black trim. Bibs are double 
layered with a different colour mesh 
on the inside. Colour: orange/green.

Sizes: 
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £4.99

04 PRB5 REVERSIBLE 
mESh BIB

100% polyester reversible mesh 
bib with black trim. Bibs are double 
layered with a different colour mesh 
on the inside. Colour: yellow/royal.

Sizes: 
26-28, 34-36, 42-44, 48-50  £4.99
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REFS &  
OFFICIALS

Stamp your authority on the match with Precision’s  
classic black-and-white referee’s kits.

Come sun, wind or rain, our shirts, shorts, socks and overgarments will 
keep you comfortable through extra-time and beyond. Velcro-fastening 

pockets on all shirt and short designs mean you can keep your eyes on the 
ball with no fear of dropping those all-important accessories. And, with 
durable, 100% soft-touch Polyester at the heart of each design, our kits 

have staying power – all season long. 
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PRECISION



01 PRC345 REFEREE’S 
ShORT SLEEVE ShIRT

100% soft-touch polyester fabric 
with 2-button placket collar and one 
velcro-fastening front pocket.  
Short sleeve black / white 
Sizes: 34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48, 
50-52  £19.99

02 PRC340 REFEREE’S 
LONG SLEEVE ShIRT

100% soft-touch polyester fabric  
with 2-button placket collar and one 
velcro-fastening front pocket.  
Long sleeve black / white 
Sizes: 34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48, 
50-52  £19.99

02 PRC350 REFEREE’S 
ShORT

100% soft-touch polyester fabric 
with 2 side pockets and 2 velcro-
fastening back pockets. Also features 
elasticated waist and tie cord. 
Colour: black / white 
Sizes: 30-32, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 
46-48  £15.99

01



03 TR554 REFEREE’S 
NOTEBOOK

Red, yellow card in PVC case with 
note sheet and pencil.  £2.99

04 TR410 FLAG SET 
(QUARTEREd FLAGS)

2 x quality flags, 2 x plastic poles with 
foam handles.  £7.99

05 TR584 TALLY 
COUNTER

Hand held mechanical counter.  
Single lever action - counts 0 to 9,999.  
£7.99

06 FB530 ACmE 
TORNAdO WhISTLE

As used in FIFA Internationals, 
Premier League and Champions 
League. The world’s most powerful 
whistle.  £2.99

07 FB510 CLASSIC FOX 
40 WhISTLE

Official referee’s whistle.  £4.99
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03 04

06 0705



01 PRC460 RAIN 
JACKET

100% PU-coated soft-feel polyester 
shell. Water-resistant critical taped 
seams. Mesh lining. Right zipped 
pocket with woven zip puller, left 
pocket without zip. Storm flap 
with velcro opening on front zip. 
Elasticated cuffs and open hem 
waistband with elasticated toggled 
cord stopper. Zip inside back hem for 
easy access inside lining for printing. 
Integral hood in collar. Rubberised 
PT logo. Back slightly curved and 
lengthened.

Sizes:  
26-28, 30-32  £19.99  
32-34, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48 
£24.99

02 TR468 mOISTURE 
mANAGEmENT  
POLO ShIRT

100% closed mesh polyester. 
Precision Fit breathable moisture 
management system. Flat-knit polo 
collar in matching colour and three 
button placket. Contrast piping.
Colours: white / navy, navy / white, 
black / silver. 

Sizes: 
26-28, 30-32  £5.99  
32-34, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44,  
46-48, 50-52  £7.99

03 TR466 mOISTURE 
mANAGEmENT  
T-ShIRT

100% closed mesh polyester. 
Precision Fit breathable moisture 
management system.  
Round neck and contrast piping.  
Colours: white / navy, navy / white,  
black / silver. 

Sizes: 
26-28, 30-32  £5.99  
32-34, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44,  
46-48  £7.50

02 03

01



04 TR483 PRO 
SUBSTITUTE BOARd

Improve your pitch side management 
with this substitute board. Indicates 
player numbers coming on and off 
the pitch. Includes mesh carry bag.  
£39.99

05 TR722 SUBSTITUTE 
BOARd

Improve your pitch-side management 
with the new Precision substitutes 
board. Red digits for players off, 
yellow for players coming on.  £24.99

06 FB499 PLASTIC 
WhISTLE

FB499 Plastic whistle with lanyard.  
£1.99

07 FB500 mETAL 
WhISTLE

FB500 Metal whistle with lanyard.  
£1.99

08 PRO REFEREE’S 
COACh NOTEPAdS

The professional planning tools for 
all referee and assistant referee 
assessors. Includes match record 
pages and football pitch diagrams. 
Available in 2 sizes. 

TRA631 A4  £7.99 
TRA633 A5  £6.99

09 TRL220 REFEREE’S 
EQUIPmENT BAG

Roll out bag with zip pocket and 
compartments to hold all your match 
day accessories. Includes hanging 
loop and carry handle.  £7.99

10 FB505 hANd 
WhISTLE

Operated by hand, just squeeze to 
make it whistle. Soft PVC.  £5.49

11 PN1316 REFEREES 
VANIShING SPRAY

Makes a clear white line on grass  
or artificial surface for referees to 
make a free kick spot or 10 yard line.   
£8.99
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37TRAINING

uLTImATE

Precision’s range of Ultimate Training garments is purposely designed to withstand 
the toughest of training conditions. Our windbreakers, training tops and tracksuits use 

technically advanced fabrics to keep extremes of temperature and weather at bay, 
allowing you to concentrate on the most important thing: the game. As you’d expect of 
Precision, quality is of the highest standards, with garments maintaining their shape, 

resilience and style, wash after wash.



01 02

Precision’s Ultimate Tracksuit collection is ideal 
for training in inclement weather conditions; 
taking coaching sessions; or simply keeping 
warm on the bench as you wait for your 
starring appearance. We’ve used a suite of 
technologically advanced materials, paired with 
elasticated and drawstring fastenings, to keep 
you dry and protected from the wind and cold.

Each garment is designed for hassle-free washing and 
tested for durability, yet is supple enough for rigorous 
training activities. Wear with comfort and confidence. 

ULTImATE 
TRACKSUIT
  

PRICE
dROP
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03 PRC456 TRACKSUIT 
JACKET

100% polyester water-repellent 
shell. Mesh soft-feel lining. Right 
zipped pocket with woven zip puller, 
left pocket without zip. Elasticated 
cuffs and open hem waistband with 
elasticated toggled cord stopper. 
Zip inside back hem for easy access 
inside lining for printing.  
Rubberised PT logo. Back slightly 
curved and lengthened.

Sizes: 
26-28, 30-32  £15.99 
32-34, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44,  
46-48  £19.99

PRC457 TRACKSUIT 
TROUSER

100% polyester water-repellent shell. 
Mesh soft-feel lining. Elasticated 
waistband with inside drawcord. Right 
zipped pocket with woven zip puller, 
left pocket without zip. Zip on hem leg 
opening. Rubberised PT logo.

Sizes: 
22-24, 26-28, 28-30  £12.99 
30-32, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44  £15.99

01 PRC456 Tracksuit jacket   
01 PRC457 Tracksuit trouser   
navy / royal / white

02 PRC456 Tracksuit jacket   
02 PRC457 Tracksuit trouser 
black / silver / white

03 PRC456 Tracksuit jacket 
03 PRC457 Tracksuit trouser 
black / red / silver

PRICE
dROP



ULTImATE 
TRAINING TOP

02 03

01

PRC458 1/4 zIP  
TRAINING TOP

100% polyester terry material. Knitted mesh 
structured insets. Quarter zip on front.  
Binding at sleeve opening. Elasticated toggled 
cord stopper on inside hem. Rubberised PT logo.

Sizes:  
26-28, 30-32  £14.99 
32-34, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48  £17.99

01 PRC458 Training top - black / red / silver

02 PRC458 Training top - navy / royal / white

03 PRC458 Training top - black / silver / white 

PRICE
dROP
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ULTImATE 
JACKET & PANT 

02 03

01

PRC460 RAIN JACKET

100% PU-coated soft-feel polyester shell. Water-resistant 
critical taped seams. Mesh lining. Right zipped pocket with 
woven zip puller, left pocket without zip. Storm flap with velcro 
opening on front zip. Elasticated cuffs and open hem waistband 
with elasticated toggled cord stopper. Zip inside back hem for 
easy access inside lining for printing. Integral hood in collar. 
Rubberised PT logo. Back slightly curved and lengthened.

Sizes: 
26-28, 30-32  £19.99 
32-34, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48  £24.99

01 PRC460 Rain jacket - black / red / silver

02 PRC460 Rain jacket - navy / royal / white 
02 TR461 Rain pant - navy / royal / white

03 PRC460 Rain jacket - black / silver / white 
03 TR461 Rain pant - black / silver / white

PRICE
dROP



ULTImATE 
WINdBREAKER

02 03

01

TR462 WINdBREAKER

100% PU-coated soft-feel polyester shell. Water-repellent 
fabric. Water-resistant critical taped seams. Mesh lining.  
Ribbed round neck collar. Right zipped pocket with woven zip 
puller, left pocket without zip. Elasticated cuffs and open hem 
waistband with toggled cord stopper. Zip inside back hem for 
easy access inside lining for printing. Rubberised PT logo.

Sizes: 
26-28, 30-32  £12.99  
32-34, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48, 50-52  £15.99

01 TR462 Windbreaker - black / red / silver

02 TR462 Windbreaker - black / silver / white

03 TR462 Windbreaker - navy / royal / white 

PRICE
dROP
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ULTImATE  
POLO ShIRT 

02 03

01

TR468 mOISTURE  
mANAGEmENT POLO ShIRT

100% closed mesh polyester. Precision Fit 
breathable moisture management system.  
Flat-knit polo collar in matching colour and  
three button placket. Contrast piping.

Sizes: 
26-28, 30-32  £5.99  
32-34, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48, 50-52  £7.99

01 TR468 Polo shirt - navy / white

02 TR468 Polo shirt - white / navy

03 TR468 Polo shirt - black / silver

PRICE
dROP



ULTImATE 
T-ShIRT

02 03

01

TR466 mOISTURE  
mANAGEmENT CREW T-ShIRT

100% closed mesh polyester. Precision Fit 
breathable moisture management system. 
Round neck and contrast piping.

Sizes: 
26-28, 30-32  £5.99  
32-34, 34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48  £7.50

01 TR466 Crew t-shirt - white / navy

02 TR466 Crew t-shirt - navy / white

03 TR466 Crew t-shirt - black / silver 

PRICE
dROP
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02 03

ULTImATE  
BENCh 
JACKET
 

01

TR469 BENCh JACKET

Water-repellent fabric. Three-quarter length jacket, 
guaranteed to keep you warm and stylish on the 
touchline. 100% polyester shell with PU clear coating. 
Shower-proof. Taped seams and quilted lining.  
One zipped pocket and one open pocket.

Sizes: 
34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48, 50-52  £26.99

01 TR469 Bench jacket - black / silver / white

02 TR469 Bench jacket - navy / royal / white

03 TR469 Bench jacket - black / red / silver

PRICE
dROP



ULTImATE 
SUBSUIT

02

01

TR455 TRAINING SUBSUIT

100% polyester. Shower-proof. Quilted lining and full 
length zip. Stay dry off the pitch, ready for action.

Sizes: 
22-24, 26-28, 30-32,  £34.99  
34-36, 38-40, 42-44, 46-48  £49.99

01 TR455 Training subsuit - black or navy 
Adult sizes.

02 TR455 Training subsuit - black or navy 
Junior sizes.
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GARmENT
CARE

Precision clothing is made to the highest standards and strict quality control procedures.  
Sporting garments however, are often exposed to the toughest of conditions and environments,  

and discolouration and staining can be unavoidable.  

To keep your kit at its best for longer, we recommend you follow a few simple steps.  
The severity of a stain can vary wildly depending on its origin, but discolouration can largely be reduced by  

soaking or washing the garment as soon as possible, after use. We advise using at least the same volume of water  
as the garment being treated. Powder and liquid detergents – especially those designed to tackle heavy staining –  
can be harmful to garments if used incorrectly, so always follow the manufacturers’ guidelines. We also urge you  
to avoid using any product containing bleach in the treatment of your clothes. Precision cannot accept liability  

for damage to garments resulting from uses other than that for which they were intended.  
This includes affixed numbers and other motifs, other than those supplied by Precision. 

Many Precision garments feature decorations and trims that can become unstable at higher washing and ironing 
temperatures. We use the most modern production techniques to protect against degradation or detachment of such 
items at temperatures of up to 70°C. We would advise though, that particular attention is paid to care instructions with 

such garments. Precision is unable to advise on the application of decorative additions from third parties. Precision 
reserves the right to amend product design and specification without prior notice. Colours shown are as accurate as 

possible given the constraints of the printing process. dISCLAImER: As products are sold as separates,  
slight differences in colour can occur in all textiles.



Precision stockist

Designed and produced by The Image Works Ltd. 01282 447385.

www.precisiontraining.uk.com


